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''No troops should_
march off to war
without their colors.''
--John Heffernan
82 year old father of a Co E soldier
who di
o see his son come home

October 2011

The Cover Shot: William E. Shemorry
I

Picturing Co E from Departure to Return
by Blake Kerbaugh (LM)*

The cover photo of Company E marching
from the armory to the train station was taken by
William E. "Bill" Shemorry, as was the photo of Co
E soldiers returning home thru the train station.
Shemorry was a native of Williston, ND,
and was well known for his abilities with a
camera. Bill worked for the Williston Herald as a
Photographer, Reporter, Historian, and News Paper Publisher. After
Company E left Williston and the U.S. entered WWII, he joined the
U.S. Army's 1641h Signal Corps* and spent his time stationed over in
China and Burma. Bill took hundreds of photographs during WWII and
Circa 1952
returned
home
with
an
extensive collection. After the
war,
he
cofounded
the
Williston
Plains
Reporter
Newspaper and also worked
Shemorry poses with camera in
as a volunteer firefighter.
hand in front of his famous #1 oil
Bill continued photographing well photograph which made it to
events in Williston and all over the cover of many regional &
North Dakota until his death in national publications.
2004. After he died, his family
turned over his extensive photographic collection consisting
of over 100,000 photos to the North Dakota State Historical
Society. These photos are currently being categorized and
digitally scanned by Amy Bellefeuille and can be viewed at
digitalhorizonsonline.org.

--

*The 1641h Signal Corps had no relationship to the 164h Infantry.
-------'"- - - - - - numerical designation is coincidental.

The

Train Station 1945

....... \

1 Donald Carte
2?
3 Angelo Ciampolillo
4 Gerard H Boudrea
5 Face not visible -6 Normand O Belisle
7 Joseph J Basile
8 Emil I Blomstrann
9 Tom Adams
10?
11 Bruno Bilotta
12 Half -unidentifiable
13
Brown
14?
15 Frank Tighe
16 Possibly Sam Daly
17 Angelo Tom Attardo
18 Raymond Hall
19 Herman O Hermanson
- . 20 John L Ling
~- , 21 Robert E Jeffrey
;,-:,; 22 Earl L (Red) Cheney
!'f'il 23 Ervin M Sande
~

: .. ')f,' .
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24?
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American Patriot: John Heffernan

rory by Blake Kerbaugh

John Heffernan was an immigrant from Indian River in
Eastern Ontario, Canada. He was an adventurer and was never
afraid to take on any challenge. In 1881, he worked on an oil
digging crew for the Northern Pacific Railroad in Glendive, Mont.
He then moved on to ranching and trapping in north eastern
Montana. John helped save a U.S. Army payroll from rustlers at
the Scott Ranch in Montana. He and several hired hands were
expert shots with rifles and they held off the bandits to save the
army escort and the payroll.
John settled in the village called "the little muddy" (later
named Williston) Dakota Territory in 1887 and bought several
lots in town as well as land in the surrounding area. John built a
general store, restaurant, and a shipping business. During his
time in Williston, he also had horse and cattle ranches , farm
land, and hay land. John tried to supply whatever services the
Williston leader
new homesteaders would need. He had a water hauling service,
J~ffernan
livery stable, blacksmith shop, and lumber company.
escorts Company E
John married Elinor Newell in 1890 in Williston and they
had nine children. John Heffernan, Jr., was the oldest, followed
by his brothers and sisters Marguerite, Helen, Robert, Ernest, Mary, Lawrence, Archie and Elmo.
John was also the first County Sheriff of Williams County in 1891 and 1892. He was County
treasurer and served on the school board for twenty years. During his time in Williston, he was a man
of great patriotism. He and his wife Elinor were instrumental in starting the county fair. John regularly
carried the U.S flag on horseback in parades and special events. John loved the United States and
was loyal to the country he loved.
John and Elinor's youngest son, Elmo, was a member of Company E, 154th Infantry Regiment.
Elmo enlisted in the National Guard prior to the 154th Infantry becoming Federalized on February 1oth
of 1941 . On a cold morning on the 25th of February 1941, Company E was getting themselves ready
to head to Camp Claiborne. Louisiana. The members of Company E were all young men such as
John Stannard, Jerry Wilder, Earl "Red" Cherrey, Robert Jeffrey, Jim Cecil, and Lester Kerbaugh.
Company E formed ranks and marched from the armory down Main Street to the train station,
where vtheir transportation that would take them from young men to battle hardened soldiers awaited.
Along the way there were several relatives and friends of the young men standing along Main Street.
John Heffernan was one of those on lookers, watching the perfectly formed troops marching off to a
date with destiny in the South Pacific. John noticed something that disturbed him--the troops were
marching without their flag! John was heard to say, "No troops should march off to war without
their colors." The 82 year old John Heffernan removed a flag from the front of a store and
marched in front of his son Elmo and the members of Company E to the train
''
... ·
station. John and the rest of the crowd bid farewell to their sons, not
··,,, •,-i-.,,,
knowing that it would be five years before they see them again.
The flag John used when he marched down Main Street
eventually ended up at the VFW in Williston where it was
kept on display for many years. Unfortunately when the
VFW closed down, the items inside had to be
removed . Jerry Wilder, who was running
· the VFW and a member of Co E, took
the flag and kept it in his personal
I/ collection. Jerry's son, Tom, who lives
Jin Williston, now has the flag.
·
John Heffernan was never again to
carry the flag for the boys of Company
E. He died March 1942 from a stroke,
~ ~ just a little over a year after he said
Above: Bob Jeffrey (1922-2011), veteran of WWII & i<--o-re_a_
, i-s -su_r_ro_u-nd
_e_d~ goodbye Elmo who came home from
by the "Decendants of Company E" as he holds the 'Heffernan flag' in the war in .'43. John loved America, the
front of two of the Main Street buildings shown in the WWII photo.
flag, everything our country stands for.
photo by Kyle Mayhugh kmayhugh@willistonherald.com
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Elmo Heffernan, Co E:
A Patriot --Son of a Patriot

by his daughter Bunny Cardon

Unfortunately, like so many of that era, Dad didn't talk too much about
the War. He did, however, often express his love for all those of the 1641h . He
. • tried to attend each annual reunion during his retirement years. My husband
. and I had the pleasure of taking him on his last trip to Williston. On that trip he
-! met with one of his friends from the 164th. We also toured the building in town
that housed all the history of the 164th, as well as, the Williston museum. Dad
· was a man of wonderful integrity, faith, and a true American patriot who would
. have gladly given his life for his country. He often said that if he could live his
life and be half the man his father was he would consider himself successful. I
have a feeling they were very much alike, cut from the same cloth.
· As we visited with those family and friends in Williston on that trip , the
character of those we met was so apparent.
Our visit to Lawrence and
Euretta Poe was a surprise to them . We found them in their yard tending their
flowers.
Mr. Poe immediately recognized Dad and as these two vets
embraced with moist eyes it was apparent that they shared a very special
bond . As I watched their visit that day I saw more in the silent moments than in
the conversation. Bits of what my dad had said over the years made more sense. He had told me of
a poem that his friend Poe used to say at night in the trenches of Guadalcanal, "Twinkle twinkle little
star do you wonder who I are and watch over me from afar". The reality and fear that these young
soldiers kept silently within them would create a lifelong bond that only they could understand. And
so the meeting of these old men, who had together experienced the
r?
horrors of war, was best expressed in their quiet presence as they sat in
Mr. Poe's living room, an inexplicable reality. They were survivors who
were grateful for life, each other, and another chance to be together.
Their reunion demonstrated the bond of all who had served together.
Some of the names of whom dad had often spoken, John Stannard,
Jerry Wilder, & Bob Jeffrey were among those talked about that day.
Elmo Newell Heffernan was born May 21, 1912 in Williston, to
John and Elinor Newell Heffernan. He was the youngest of nine
children . A survivor from birth, he was premature, born at home
weighing about two pounds. His tiny body was lovingly wrapped in oil
soaked cotton placed in a cigar box and kept warm by the kitchen
wood stove. His mother gave her life for his and so he lived his life
with great respect for the role of motherhood. It also created a verystrong bond with his father. Elmo was raised and educated in Williston . In the 1930s he traveled to
Alaska to work in the fishing industry earning money to help pay the taxes on his father's land
holdings. He then returned to Williston to help his father with the family ranch and businesses. It was
then that he drove the historic Heffernan horse bus on its final run. Motorized vehicles had replaced
horse drawn buggies. During our trip to Williston dad was able to see
that bus fully restored in the museum.
In 1929, he enlisted in the National Guard and served until
1943, including active duty service in the South Pacific at Guadalcanal
with Company E of the 164th Infantry. He was medically discharged in
November 1943--the sole survivor of five soldiers occupying a jeep
near a munitions depot that exploded . He suffered multiple injuries in
that explosion which eventually ended his military service. And ,
resulted in lifelong pain, of which he never complained.
On Jan. 12, 1941 , Elmo was united in marriage with Helen Mae
Lyons in Fulton, Illinois. They resided in Illinois, Williston, and then
moved to Missoula, Montana in 1948. He worked for the United States
Postal Service and then the United States Forest Service, from which
he retired in 1970. He also worked for more than 20 years as a
custodian at a bank, retiring from there in 1977.

4
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Elmo Heffeman, Co E

(continued)

Elmo enjoyed oil painting and singing in the church choir in his retirement years. He painted
for others. Friends often asked him to paint a picture of their beloved pet or a favorite scene from
nature. He loved painting the wonders in nature and some of his best were those of animals: horses,
cougars, grizzlies, eagles, deer, elk and the like. He did old barns and cabins giving them quaint
character. His personal favorite painting was one he did of the Heffernan horse bus. It was the only
painting that he kept for
himself. He often made the
frames with old barn wood
salvaged from wherever.
He was a saver of
everything just in case he
could use it on a project!
And, there was always a
project. He called most of
his work a "North Dakota
fix, good as any". We all
teased him that we certain ly
didn't want to ever have to
take apart any of his "fixes"
because they were meant
to last!
The license plate frame on his car sported one of his favorite responses to any and all
complaints we might have about our circumstances. "Remember, the first 100 years are the hardest"!
He was definitely a prankster which I'm certain his military buddies were on the receiving end of
something or other. On more than one occasion my siblings and I were subjected to"short sheeting".
He was not above going to costume parties. He and mom looked forward to the annual Mardi Gras at
church. He would wear anything she came up with and many were hilarious!
Elmo was a member of St.
Francis Xavier Parish, the Knights of
Columbus, the Elks, the American
Legion, and the DAV, for which he
served as an officer; he was a Purple
•••
Heart veteran. His joy in life was his
family, which always came first. He and
Helen had four sons, William, Donald, Patrick and Robert, two daughters, Mary Lynn (Bunny) Cardon
and Cyndee Fraser. Sons William and Donald both predeceased Elmo.
William was an Island County Sheriff's deputy who was killed in the line of duty. At his public
memorial service in addition to the traditional law enforcement bagpipe band there was a bugler to
play Taps because he was also a retired naval officer. In later years, my dad shared with me that the
most difficult time for him during this memorial was the playing of taps and the presentation of the flag
to Bill's family. The flag had a significant role in his life from his father carrying the flag for the 164tt1;
to the many friends he lost defending what that flag symbolizes. To the countless years he drove to
the bank where he worked to raise the flag at dawn and lower it at dusk on weekends. Then he had
his own retired military son giving his life in service of the people to be honored with Taps and a flag
ceremony defining in sorrowful pride his relationship to that flag and for all that it stands.
Ultimately, the flag draped over his own casket at the end of a long and beautiful life during
which he said he had cheated death many times even from the beginning against all odds. He was a
self described "stubborn old NoDak". A man who, like his father and mother, represented what this
country was built on: honesty, integrity, hard work, selfless love, and most importantly a deep faith in
God. He intuitively believed in an individual's intrinsic goodness and I never heard him speak wrongly
of anyone. He fondly referred to his many trips to Williston as "going back to the old country". He
took great pride in his place of origin . Which I'm sure helped to define who he was as a man. In his
later years his primary concern, and he often reminded me, was that when he passed on he expected
that we would take care of mom as they had cared for each other. Elmo, faithful husband and father,
entered eternal rest November 14, 1999 at age 87 in Missoula.
He was indeed a Patriot, son of a Patriot.

He Was a Self descr.lbed

"stubborn old NoDak"
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Lester Kerbaugh -- My Father My Hero

byBlakeKerbaugh(LM)*

My name is Blake Kerbaugh and I am a retired police officer from Arizona. I
worked patrol and was a member of the S.W.A.T. team in one of the most violent
communities in the United States. I have seen a lot and have been through a lot during
my law enforcement career but, nothing of this compares to my father's career.
My father was Lester W. Kerbaugh and he retired from the US Army in 1962. He
died in December 1990 and had never talked much about his experiences during the
military. When I retired two years ago, I decided to make it my mission to contact as
many of my father's army buddies as I can locate. I have spoken in great detail with
Charles Walker, Charles Ross, Robert Jeffrey, and Louis Hansen. All of these men
served with my father in Company E during WWII and they have been able to tell me so

Oriska Soldier Even Uses Ethics In

much a~oyu~;ie~a~~s only
seventeen years old when
he joined Company E in 1940. He joined the

Bagging Joos In Bougoinville Jungles ;

National Guard was because he had a
With the America! Division at training at Camp Claiborne, La .. :
reputation Of being kind Of a prankster and kept Bc ugainville-Staff Sgt. Lester W. and was with the first troops to
getting into trouble. He and one of his school Karbough's jungle ethics are all leave the United States for overseas
that even Emily .f>iost demands . En- service. Veteran of the bitter fight-

buddies, Bill Baker, somehow were able to put a gaging the en emy on an ' extremely ing on Guadalcanal lie was promotcow on a farmer's roof. This particular farmer did ha.zardous patrol, Sgt. Ke1fuaugh ed to the grnde of .corporal for his
not find this amusing and contacted the County spotte\J a Nip who was reaching for hero ic conduct ln the face of enemy

Sheriff. My father and Bill were taken before the
J·udge, who was none too pleased to see them,
again. The judge gave them a choice between
going to reform school or joining the Guard. My
father chose the Guard and entered as a private
in 1940. He went to Camp Claiborne, La, for

h is rifle. To make certain t hat it was fire. Sgt. Kerbaugh received the
not an American sold:.er, Sgt. Ker - Silver Star for gallantrv in action
lbaugh gave him the old army when, after being .pinned down for :
highball, "Hi, J'oe" .. Wµen the_ Nip I nin e hours by_ enemy machine gun i
.fxi.rruld to see wh.o - was talkiJ;J.g-40 1 .fJ.re, he, at a gi.,eat rL~k to_ his OW!l
him, Sgt. Keroaugh sprayed
life, drew enemy fire to himself in
with h is Tommy gun. When asked ordeT .to give away the enemy's
why he tock ifuances by giving away position to a Marine Officer and
his position he laconically replied, two of· h.Ls men who were trying to
'\I hate to shoot a man in the back." locate alld put out of action the '
Sgt. Kerbaugh, wh o comes from enemy position. Sgt. Kerbaugh who
Oriska, N. D ., bagged two more l1as been with the Armed Forces
Nips on' that patrol and was highly. for more than tlwee years 'two of
complimented on his courageoUE which have been overseas is "
i leadersh ip in successfully teading his
twen~rs old and was l'f"
men acr css seventy-five yar-is of promote~\i.;,,rne grade ,
' open tena in under heavy enemy sergeant dm~cornbat '
fire.
on Bougainville.
.Joining the Williston Natiorn,l • His mother, ,'Mr
Guard in 194!1, he neceived his basi( ' lves at O:·iska, N'

1
·

liiml'

training and when WWII broke out, he went to
Guadalcanal along with the rest of the 1641h.
My father received his Baptism under fire
when he fought at the Battle of Coffin Corner. He
came through this engagement unscathed and
during future engagements started to get a
reputation as a risk taker. While on Guadalcanal
he made himself a human decoy when his
squad was pinned down by a Japanese machine
M f h
h d
d
T
gun nest.
Y at er
a
a goo
pOSI IOn
affording him cover and would move from
position to position taunting the enemy and deliberately exposing himself to
draw fire away from his squad. The Japanese were focusing on my father's
position and this gave the squad an opportunity to eliminate the enemy gun.
For this action my father was awarded the Silver Star ..
Robert Jeffrey told me my dad received the nick name of "Squint, or
Squintey" because he had an uncanny ability to spot enemy snipers. The
men in the company had a sense of ease when he was the forward scout on
patrols. He was able to move quietly and spot danger on the trail ahead. This
ability enabled the patrols to have an advantage over the enemy and to
return to their lines safely with either no or minimal losses. Robert also told
me my dad had a habit of whenever he heard gun fire he would grab his
Thompson sub machine gun and run toward the sound. One time when they
were in camp, they heard gun fire in the distance and my father grabbed his
Thompson and ran down the trail wearing just his underwear. Robert heard
the sound of my Dad's Thompson in the distance and then a little while later
he returned to camp and went about his business. "Problem solved"
Charles Ross was a replacement Lieutenant with Co E on
Bouganville. Charlie told me my father was one of the finest soldiers he ever
served with. Whenever things got rough he could always count on my dad to
do his job to the best of his abil ity. Cha rlie said he and Dad along with other
members of Co E were on patrol when a Japanese soldier threw a grenade
that wounded both Charlie and my father. The wounds they received were
minor and they were both awarded the Purple Heart.
6

I

Sgt. l(erhaugh In
Surprise Jap Raid
With the America! DiVision
Somewhere in the Southwest Pacific-(rPl-(Delayecl)-S. Sgt. Lester
W. Kerbaugh, son of Mrs. Henry
Beil, Oriska, has participated in
a successful surpris,~ i-aid agamsi:
t h e Japanese, ,ieep in the jungles
of this southwest Pacific island.
During the 28 hour action, one
hour of which was spent in annihilating an enemy bivouac area,
J.2 Japanese ,vere definitc:ly killed
and several probable. The small
American force Teturned unharmed.
A veteran of two and a half .
Y"ars overseas in the Southwest
Pacific, Sgt. Kerbaugh i:3 a platoon guide in an infantry rifle
company of t he veteran America!
division.
Sgt. Kerbaugh was previously .
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in act ion in the South Pacific in 1943, and the Bronze Star
Medal for an action on Bougainville.
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Kerbaugh, Co E

(continued)

....,~'f._'f~ 111.T.4 [ii (e] ':.~91S..
-

·-

-

1990
Reunion
Front:
Chuck Walker,
Ray Stellon,
Jim Livingood,
Ray Summers,
Jerry Wilder
2nd : Hunter Smith,
Robert Jeffrey,
Lester Kerbaugh,
?? German,
John Trider
3rd : Ben Ausburn,
Charles Ross,
Joel Fedje,
Wm Brokaw,
Geo. Christensen
41h: Red Cherrey,
Paul Clemmens,
Clay Kingston,
Vern Tittsworth,
Joe Bergad

Charlie Walker told me when he took over E Co as the Commander, my father had a reputation as a
hard fighter and one that can be counted on to get the job done. Charlie told me it wasn't long before he
observed these qualities in person.
Louis Hansen told me they were on a beach in the Philippines when a single shot from an enemy
sniper killed their commander. My father located the sniper in a coconut tree and eliminated this problem.
My father left Co E at the war's end and attempted to farm in the Oriska, ND, area. But times were
hard and he decided to go back into the service. He entered the Army prior to Korea and received a promotion
to Second Lieutenant in 1949. He served in Korea where he was wounded for the second time.
After
MONDAY, J),.NUARY 31, 19-1'.J
Korea, he was
stationed
in
Germany
and
Kothryn Lines, Sgt. Kerbough We
several state side
assignments.
He
Sunday In Trinity Lutheran Churc
retired in 1962 as
M;-iss Kathryn Lines, daughter ot
a Major.
M r. and Mrs. Roy Lines of Oriska,
During his
b ecam e the bride of Sgt. Le3ter W .
military
career,
,Ke11bough, son of Mrs . Henry Beil,
he
received
the
of Valley City, at the Trinity LuthCombat
Infantry
eran church here o~ Sunday eveBadge (2 awards),
ning at 8 o'clock. The Rev. Henry
Silver Star, three
A. Meske performed the doubleTing ceremony. The vows Were exBronze
Stars,
changed by candlelight befor e an
and two Purple
alta r decorated with yellow j onHearts.
_q.uils.
I am very
proud
of
my
father and hold
Right: Kathryn,
him in the highest
Keith, and
Blake
regard. I am still actively seeking more pictures or
Kerbaugh at a
information about my father's military career.
recent reunion
If anyone can help please contact me.
Far R: Shadow
Blake Kerbaugh, 1910 Twoer Road, Castle Rock,
box make by
WA 98611 Cell: 360-703-7424
Blake
Email: bkerbaugh@hotmail.com
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Robert Jeffrey, Co E (1922-2011) byBlakeKerbaugh(LM)*
I first met Bob Jeffrey approximately five years ago when I
was doing some research on my father's military service. My Dad
never talked much about the war and I had a lot of unanswered
questions. I went to Williston North Dakota where my Dad had
joined Co E, 154th Infantry. I looked around the town and visited
llftll~~• the old armory where Co E trained prior to WWII. I went to see the
~~...,,.
veteran's service officer and he told me most of the Co E guys
were gone but Bob Jeffrey still lived in the area. He met me with
open arms and told me lots about my Dad during WWII but was
very modest and humble about his duties. It took some time but,
he started to tell me some stories. Bob and I became good friends
and I looked forward to each and every visit with him. We would
go to Dakota Farms and enjoy a bowl of Neophla soup and laugh
and joke about everything. Unfortunately I won't be able to enjoy
~~~=====~======:i, those times anymore as Bob passed away. Bob's son Pete called
me when he found out his Dad was having health issues. I called
Bob and talked with him for about a half hour and he never once
acted like anything was wrong. When I was saying goodbye Bob told me the same thing he always
did, "You're a lot like your Dad, thanks for calling you just made my day."
Robert E. Jeffrey was born on July
--- - - -- - · ·2yth 1922 in Williston, ND, and grew up
surrounded by a military family. Bob's
OCQ
father was Ross Jeffrey who was an officer ..
" 1":ii_ .·
in Co E, and his brother W.W. Jeffrey was
· iu;
what
jungle
also a long time member of the unit. When
··"1
~ ~ i/1~ 0a~
Bob graduated from Williston High School
nal does to a
in 1940 he also enlisted in Co E. On
I
, ••
f~Idif~e is }:C~%~ ,
February 1oth 1941, Co E was federalized.
panying picture
Bob told me it was an adventure to move
·. of
three Williston men taken
across country and start doing serious
· beside a tent in :
military training with his family
and
: The
t h e i r camp. i1
tti
three, all
longtime friends. On December 7 1941,
sergeants, a r e ,
the 154th Infantry Reg't was immediately
James c e c i 1,
Robert
J effrey ·
transferred to the west coast.
My father,
and o r v i 1 1 e ·
Lester Kerbaugh, a longtime friend of
!t~!}ey: wJ~te~ 11
Bob's, had to walk guard duty on the
Dec. 1s, Cecil ·
Golden Gate Bridge and he told me it was
told his folks '·
1
the coldest he has ever been. When they
~~y/;~~fh
shipped out aboard the President Coolidge
beard of his face 11
a
ft out
er on
having
bou nd for Australia, Bob told me the sailors
been
pat- :,i,
had a good time at the expense of the
rol, and the pie- ! 1
.
Wh en t hey were approac h"1ng th e
ture which came ·
so Id 1ers.
in the next let- ,.
Golden Gate Bridge the sailors at the front
ter presumably .,
of the ship began to run aft and yelling they
te~rJ. ; i e ;;::~ i1
forgot to lower the smoke stacks, we'll
on Guadalcanal ·
never clear the bridge. Several members of
write home oft- I
h
.en to tell of be- .
1
the 164 also began to run aft and the ing on patrol clc-C- ,
sailors started to laugh and it became clear
tion, which L!-i
·t
k
.
Col. W. W. Jef- ,
t ha t I WaS a pran ·
frey describes as I
At Australia ladies lined the street
_thE;
·:meanest I
. '
.
kind of warfare."
The men go out from then lmes 111 small 1,
to _see the Am~ncan soldiers march off the ~roups, 1:,e says, and p~trol the E:nemy area, sometimes just to get ;
ship The unit was transferred to New mtormat10n anct sometimes to fight whatever enemy groups they 1
·
·
h A
· I D" · ·
meet. It's tense, bitter fighting of i nall groups against other small '.

L

J J Un_g Je F lg
· · hferS
t:

~f

Caledonia where t e menca IVISIOn was units from the enemy's side, and
formed and became involved in a lot more fighting that the casualties of k

training.
8

men

's pr.e sumably in this kind of ! t

d and wounded among local/

have been suffered.

i
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Robert Jeffrey, Co E {19xx-2011}
Upon reaching Australia Bob said the ladies lined the street to see
the American soldiers march off the ship. The unit was transferred to New
\ Caledonia where the America! Division was formed. On New Caledonia the
,r-;::llftlW 154th Infantry became involved in a lot more training.
When they arrived on Guadalcanal on October 13th , 1942, they off
loaded from the Mccawley and began to prepare for a long stay. Co E
moved inland and on the way to the marine positions they were caught in
the dark when Japanese Battleships began to shell the American positions.
Bob said they took cover wherever they could and waited for the shelling to
stop. The 154th stayed put until morning then moved inland to link up with
(. · the marine positions. General Vandergrift assigned the 154th positions and
~- Co E found itself right next to the marine positions. On the night of October
~.. ~ 24th and 25th the Japanese Sendai Division attacked the American lines. The
_'"'·-...; bulk of the attack was aimed right at the 1641h and portions of the marine
lines. Bob said Co E was right in the middle of the fighting and the Japanese
· just kept coming and coming. He told me the new M1 Garand rifle made a
big difference and they were able to shoot
much faster than the marines who were
armed with the old 03 Springfield rifle. The ,
.
battlefield was full of Jap bodies and they ..~ ~ L , . I , ,
Jeffrey at Cp Claiborne
were bloated and the smell was horrible.
After several more months of fighting on Guadalcanal they were able ,
to defeat the Japanese and secure the island . Bob also told me they
fought on several more islands including Bougainville , Cebu , Leyte,
and Negros. Bob was awarded the Combat Infantry Badge , Bronze
Star, Good Conduct Medal, and several campaign ribbons during his ~
time with Company E. Retired Lt Col Charles Ross who was a new
Lieutenant with Co E on Bougainville told me Bob was one of the
bravest men he ever served with. Charles said Bob was a natural
leader and the men of Co E admired and respected him . I would like
to share a tribute Charles wrote about Bob: "Jeffrey was my platoon
sergeant from December 1943, when I joined the platoon in Fiji , until
February 1945 when I was wounded in action on Leyte. So, for 15
months, much of it in combat, we were in the same platoon. I could
not ask for a better platoon sergeant. He was steady, and reliable and _
always looked after the welfare of his men. His leadership was such
that he was able to maintain a high degree of discipline both in
,
combat and in the rear area , and still keep high morale in the ~
l _S_h_a_v-in_g_ o_n_B_o_u_g_a-in-v-il-le-~I
platoon".
.
.
Bob left the 154th Infantry at the end of the war and returned home to
Williston for the first time in 37 months. He reenlisted prior to Korea along with
Jerry Wilder and Earl "Red" Cherry and they were commissioned as
Lieutenants. Bob spent several months at Camp Rucker Ala, in charge of Co
G, Valley City, ND. Bob served with my Father Lester Kerbaugh during WWII
and now found himself in charge of two of my Dad's younger brothers, Floyd
and Walter Kerbaugh. Bob told me they were good soldiers and he was proud
to serve with them. He stayed stateside during Korea and again left the
military returning to Williston. Bob began working for the United States Post
Office and after meeting the love of his life, Bernice Abrahamson, began to
raise a family. In 1980 Bob retired from the USPS after 35 years. He served in
the Williston Drum and Bugle Corps and played taps at many military
funerals. Bob spent his free time enjoying his children, grandchildren and he
loved to laugh and sing. Bernice began to have health problems in 2007. Bob
and
Bernice had five children Mike, Patricia, Daniel, David, and Peter,
~------~
fourteen grandchildren, and ten great grandchildren.
Contact Bob's sons: Pete at kotakid@j uno .com ; David (LM)* at djeffrey@sagchip.org
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The Jeffrey Family was Company E
The family history states that the Jeffrey family is of Scotch, Irish, and English ancestry. When
Cromwell usurped the throne of England in 1659, a great number of loyalists fled to the Colonies,
among them 3 Jeffrey brothers who settled on the frontier of New York state. Some stayed, some
moved westward. In the meantime, they fought in the French and Indian War, on the Tory side of the
Revolution, and on both sides of the Civil War. One branch came to North Dakota by way of
Nebraska and contri buted to the fam ily's legacy of military service as well as to the rich history of
Company E, 151 North Dakota Infantry which transitioned to Company E, 154th Infantry Regiment.
Below: Profiles of Jeffrey brothers Emery W (1876-1962), Wi lliam Walter (1 884-1962), Lester
Arthur (1893-1969), Ross Clyde (1900-1968).
W.W. was a Lt. Col., Commanding 3'ct Bn at time of mobilization in 1941. Son John joined later.

WILLIAM W . JEFFREY
C<1pl<1in, Company E

J E F F REY, VVILLIAlU VVALTER.
Ar rn.y nurn.ber, non e; no t a r e gis t ran t, enlisted prio r; b orn, Osceo l a, Neb r ., Dec. 1 4, 1884, o f American p ar ents; occu pation, c l erk ; e n lis t e d - in Co1npany E , 1 s t Infantry, N o rth D akot a
Natio nal Guard, a t Williston, on Nov. 9, 1906. Grad es: Cor poral, 1 90 7 ; S er g e ant, 1 9 0 8; commissi oned 2n d L i euten ant, Aug. 4, 1914; called i n to fede r al:
ser vice on June 1 9, 1916, for Mexican border duty and ser ved t h e r e u n til
discharge; discharged from federal service at Fort Snellin g, Minn., on Feb .
14, .1917, and resun1ed National Guard status.
Prornoted: 1 st Lieutenantr
April 7, 1917; called into federal service, World War, on July 15, 1917;
assign ed to Company E, 1 st Infantry, North Dakota National Guar d ( Comp a ny E , 1 64th I nfan t ry), to (dat e n ot given); I nf ant ry, 2nd .Corps S c h ool'.
D e ta c h ment, t o d is char ge ; overseas from. Dec. 15, 1 9 1 7, to A p r il 2 5, 1 919 ..
Enga g e 1nent : Off e n s i ve: Me us e - Argonne.
D i scharged at C an1p D i x, N . J . ,.
o n A p r il 26, 191 9 , as a 1st L i eut e n a n t .

Ross was a First Lt
with Co E at Camp
Claiborne. He was
reassigned to the air
corps, promoted to
Major and transferred
to South Dakota. After
the war he stayed in
the Guard and retired
in 1960 as a Lt.
Bob's D ad, Ross Jeffrey, as a Lt, then Major, th en Lt. Col. Colonel.

1907 (below 1927)

JEFFREY, LESTER ARTHUR.
Anny number 3,924; not a registrantr
enlisted prior; born, Silver Creek, Nebr., May 6, 1893, of American parents;.
occupation, fariner; enlisted in Com.pany E, 1st Infantry , North Dakota
Natio n al Guard, at Williston, on April 15, 1912; called into 1'.ederal serviceon June 19 1916, for Mexican border duty and served there until discharge ;:
discharged' fron). federal s ervice at Fort Snelling, Minn. , on Feb. 14, 1 917,
and resumed National Guard status; called into federal service , World
War, on July 15, 1917; served in Co1npany E, ls.t Infantry, N<?rth Dak~ta.
Nat ional Guard, to d i scharge.
Grade : Sergeant, (date not given).
D is -c h arged on Nov. 26 1 9 1 7, as a Sergeant, to accept con).mission.
Commis s i oned 2nd Lie u te n ~nt, Nov. · 27, 1917; assigned to 1 64th Infantry, to dis charge; overs eas from Dec. 14, 19 1 7, to July _ 5, 19 1 9. Discharged at Camp,
Dix, N. J., on July 8, 1919, as a 2nd Lieutenant.

~-,-

Elder brother
E.W. Jeffrey
served as an
officer in the
the 1st ND Inf
in 1907 when
WW was a
corporal. His
son Harold
later joined
the unit.

At left, the service of
Bob's uncle Les.
John David Jeffrey,
thought to be a
cousin, also served
in Co E in WWI.

Bob's son Pete served in Company E from
1977-1981:

"At that time we were a company of the
"' 164th Combat Engineer Battalion and I
was a heavy equipment operator. I don't
have any war stories, but I did get to hone
my skills at building tank traps with a dozer, learned
how to disarm land mines, build bridges, and best of
all ... I got to drive a ten ton 6X6 truck hauling that big
dozer. In 1978 we spent two weeks training in Bangor
Maine, which was also a memorable experience."
One of Pete's older brothers, Daniel, served in
the Marine Corps from 1974 to 1977; he spent a year
in Okinawa .
-
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More Company E
At Left: Co E marches in the Regimental
Parade through the streets of Arkansas.
Below: General George Marshall inspects
• the troops at Camp Claiborne.
L-R: Col Sarles (then Reg 't Commander),
CPT Owen Harding, General Geo. Marshall,
Delmar Brokaw, Howard Amsterberg, Mike
Bush, Lloyd Carson, Robert Price

THE
Vol. 48, No. 2

July, 2007

Flags of Our Fathers-for Real!
Two sons of the 164'"
have shared flags honoring
the service of their fathers'
generation in WWII. This Co E
guidon has made it back to North
Dakota by way of New Jersey, some
62 years after it was carried in the
South Pacific. The guidon was donated
to the 1641h Infantry A ssocialion of the
United Slates by Dominick Amoroso, Jr.,
son of Pfc. Dominick F. Amoroso. Sr., who
served in Co E from 1943-1945. The senior
Amoroso's signature is on the Japanese
flag below, submitted by Edmond J .
Colbert, son of Pfc Dolphus " Doc"
Colbert, who served in Company E
from late 1943 to 1945. This flag
carries the signatures-names &
hometowns--0f the men of 2""
Platoon, Company E. See
their stories on Pages 2~.
1 .-

Flags of Our Fathers The Saga Continues
The soldiers of Company E seemed
to have a "thing" for flags, and the
Sons of Co E have retained that
penchant.
At left. the 2007 cover with stories:
Dominic Amoroso, Sr, retained the
Co E guidon, which was donated to
the154th by his son, Dominic Jr.
Dolphus Colbert saved a Japanese
flag signed by members of his Co E
platoon; his son Ed Colbert located a
few of those guys in 2007.
This month's cover shows Elmo
Heffernan's father, John, carrying the
colors to the train station. Sons of
Jerry Wilder (Co E) kept the flag.
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My Old Army Blanket
By George Dingledy, Co F & Hqs

2nd

Bn

The Year-1945. I was
My blanket traveled thousands of miles
discharged from the with me while in the Infantry.
Later it
army after three years accompanied me thru four years of college (paid
during WWII and was for by the GI Bill). It was available for any
ready to go home. My emergency after I married in 1948. It wasn't
discharge station was really used much in those early wedded years;
Camp Atterbury, Ind. but after the first of the five children started
For the return to civilian arriving, it was always ready.
life, I was allowed to
My faithful blanket made family trips to the
take all my Army-issued park, a comfortable mat for a baby's nap or
personal items: socks diaper change, and even used as an outdoor
underwear,hankies, one table cloth at picnics. It was the perfect cushion
complete dress uniform, while sitting on the ground watching a parade or
and my constant wartime companion--my old fireworks at the City Park. How comfortable and
army blanket. Along with my Ike jacket, my old warm my friend was at a Boy Scout campout or a
army blanket is the only item that survives.
swim meet.
My blanket was turned into a
Any blanket in my life called to mind the
wonderful tent for the children to play
"Great Depression" years, growing up in a rented
in using the picnic table as the roof
house on Scott Street in Youngstown, Ohio. The
to their secret hiding place.
house looked as if a poor family lived there
As the children grew older
and we filled that bill; both parents
and we were living in a much
unemployed with six children. Our
larger house in Wabash,
house was a little shotgun home
Indiana, the blanket found
that looked as if it had
many more new uses. At
holiday time, after the
never been painted.
The
weathered
dishes were done, the
children, we parents,
boards were the
and sometimes the
color
of elephant
grandparents would
skin .
The few windows
sit down for a card
were placed in an odd
game.
The large
arrangement that didn't
\ I1'\\...~ dining room table was
seem to fit the outline of the
;)~\~\~~';$_) the perfect size for the
house. Of course, there was
(('~~~~-, ~
army blanket to cover
no extra protection in winter or
~ ~ ~,,v
our make-believe casino.
summer. You either froze or
The cards and tokens would
cooked at the mercy of the
~~~] - ' ~\~\\ J •• b doled out and the games
elements .
.
~l~ 1 · ,~~~)s,i;,." begun. Whe~ our children were
At bedtime, we covered
,~1 l> ~ .~ ,"\}~)
younger, Old Maid was played . It
ourselves with thin cotton blankets.
~ \ ~:;\· '·"' ~,~. '
was fun with much laughter trying to
These covers sold for about ninety ~Y"'
stick Emily, Katie, Kathleen or Grandma with
cents at the downtown bargain sore. When it the single lady without a partner. As the family
was really cold, my two older brothers and I grew older, we played UNO or poker. I don't
would pool our blankets and sleep in one bed remember any money passing hands; but it was
combing the three blankets. Not much room but great fun that money can't buy.
at least we were warm.
As the years have passed, the blanket
A well-worn furnace didn't help much hasn't shown much wear; it could go back to war
since it couldn't be adjusted to keep a fire going today. I still keep it in the trunk of the car and
all night, and when challenged, the furnace filled use it traveling when I find my room too cool. It is
the house with smoke.
still washed in cold water and dried in the sun.
Looking back at my early years, is it any
I love my old army blanket and I am still
wonder that I fell in love with my army blanket?
wrapped with its very pleasant memories.

~~y) '\~%\\

·

George Dingledy, 1763 Wellesley Ln, Apt lC., Indianapolis, IN 46219
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BENT? NOT BROKEN
Veteran Won't Let Rules, Injury
Stand in the Way of Service
By StaffSgt. Amy Wieser Willson
Joint Force Headquarters

I

f there's a theme that runs throughout Bernie Wagner's illustrious military career and, indeed, his amazing life, it's that he's not afraid to break a few rules to
get the job done and take care of his Soldiers.
Such was the case when he joined the N.D. National
Guard at age 16, having lied about his age.
More recently, that mischievousness was seen when,
against his daughter's wishes, the 90-year-old Valley City
resident "snuck out," driving to Fargo with his wife, Mary,
for an interview about his career.
It's not easy to cover such a career in just a day, however, especially when Wagner's legacy continues to bring
together the Soldiers with whom he served decades ago.

'GOTTA B1E BORN IN 1919'
That career started in 1937, when the 16-year-old from
Sanborn, N .D ., went with a friend to the Valley C ity
Armory. Wagner enjoyed the military-style marching his
basketball coach, a North Dakota Guardsman, had them
do at practice. Plus, the money was good: $1 a drill or
$16 a quarter, which was equivalent to the cost of college
tuition. So, he thought he'd sign up.
As he approached the battalion commander, the man
gruffly asked, "What are you doing here?"
"I want to join the Guard,"Wagner replied.
"How old are you?" the commander shot back. "When
were you born?"
"1921,"Wagner replied.
The commander looked at Wagner's friend and said,
"March him around the block and tell him he's gotta be
born in 1919."
So, Wagner marched around the block and came back.
"I got down to the same office, same guy: 'Whaddya
want?' he barked. I said, 'I'd like to join the Guard.' 'When
were you born?' (he said). I said, '1919."Sign right here,'
(he replied) . So, I got in the Guard."
Wagner was the newest infantryman with Company
G of the 164'" Infantry Regiment,joining them for drill
in Valley City every Tuesday night. His work ethic was
quickly noticed, and before long he was the mortar sergeant and then platoon sergeant of the weapons platoon.
"We didn't have weapons then; we just worked with a
book,'' he said.
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Retired Lt. Col. Bernie Wagner in a portraittaken March 3, 2011. AWorld War II and Korean War vet,
Wagner, of Valley City, N.D., served with the N.D. National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment's Company
Gand the 141 st Engineer Combat Battalion before retiring as the state's maintenance officer. The pin
on Wagner's jacket represents the Legion of Merit Award in Legionnaire (Combat) Conditions, which he
received as a result of the leadership actions he took in World War II.

l\10BILIZING FOR THJE WAR
In February 1941, the regiment was called up for World War II, but
they still didn't have weapons in the beginning. First, they reported to
Camp Claiborne, La., where the Guardsmen experienced treatment like
they had never before seen. A sign posted at the local swimming pool
proclaimed, "No Soldiers or Dogs Allowed."The sentiment seemed the
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The caption on this photo reads, "From a
beach near Lunga Point, U.S. Marines prepare
to leave Guadalcanal. With their euqipment,
they will board boats, which will carry them to
transports:' The N.D. National Guard's 164th
Infantry Regiment arrived on the island in
October 1942, where the First Marine Division
had been battling fiercely against the Japanese
since August for control of the unfinished
Henderson Airfield. Before leaving Guadalcanal
five months later, 150 North Dakota Soldiers
would be killed in action or die from their
wounds. Another 360 were wounded, retired Lt.
Col. Bernie Wagner among them. Right, Bernie
Wagner stops for a photo while on Guadalcanal
during World War II.

same among townspeople.
After the Japanese bombed Pearl
Harbor, Wagner and his Soldiers were
sent to guard the Golden Gate Bridge
in San Francisco, Calif, since authorities
feared an attack by paratroopers on the
West Coast. They pulled shifts on guard
with Ml rifles before retiring to the "cow
palace" for sleep.
"We always joked that we each had our
own stall,"Wagner said.
Leaving on Christmas day in an unheated, three-quarter-ton truck, Wagner's
platoon headed to Montana to guard the
Bozeman Pass, through which equipment
for the war effort was traveling. They were
treated considerably better there, with
highway patrolmen offering the Guardsmen rides and the town allowing Soldiers
to watch movies at the theater for free. A
resident who worked as a signal maintainer in the area got to be a friend of Wagner's, taking him to mass on Sundays with
the understanding that Wagner would
"keep the guys away from their daughter."
1he man also gave Wagner a heads-up
that the game warden might be paying him a visit based on reports that the
Guardsmen were shooting deer in the area.
Always willing to bend the rules a bit to
take care of his Soldiers, Wagner flatly denied the charges once the warden arrived.
He insisted the men received fresh meat
via train from Helena, Mont. He went on
to explain that the attic, which held the
butchered deer so it could cure, had been
nailed shut before they arrived and was
presumably empty, although the warden
questioned the new-looking nails holding
the door shut.
"I said, 'How about having dinner with
us,' because he was there over the noon
hour," Wagner recalls of the conversation
with the warden. ''And he said, 'What are
you having?' And I said, 'Beef, roast beef'
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So, we had dinner and he got outside and
he said, 'That's the best damn roast beefl
ever had.' And it was deer. He had a job to
do, and we didn't waste anything."
Mary had the opportunity to visit Wagner while he was stationed in Bozeman,
and it was there that he proposed marriage. Finding a time to get married would
prove challenging, though.

SHIPPING OVJERSEAS
In March 1942, after 13 months of
stateside duty, Wagner and the rest of
Company G headed to New Caledonia, a
French colony in the South Pacific, which
was a growing base for seizing control
of the Solomon Islands. In "They Were
Ready: The 164'h Infantry in the Pacific
War, 1942-1945," author Terry L. Shoptaugh writes that the Guardsmen would,
in general, recall New Caledonia as "a
pleasant interlude in an otherwise grim
war."
"We had a really good crew,"Wagner
said of his weapons platoon, one of four
platoons in the company.
"We had a good company. I had the
weapons platoon, and we were just an
outstanding bunch of guys that stuck together," he said. "I was their old cluck hen
with the chicks."
Wagner was loyal to that crew, and they
to him. He soon became one of five in the
company selected to attend Officer Candidate School.
"I wasn't too hip about doing that, and
anyway, we got alerted and the battalion
commander, the last thing he said when
we got into this truck was, 'You stay and
get commissioned, or you don't come
back."'
A half-dozen Soldiers from the weapons platoon fought the move and begged
for him to come back. The platoon
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sergeant knew little about weapons and
Wagner had been training them for a
while now. They took their concerns up to
the commander.
"So I quit OCS on New Caledonia and
went back into combat with the guys as a
staff sergeant,"Wagner said." ... When I
think back, it was a good choice."

FIRST TO FIGHT
They spent about six months protecting strategic interests in New Caledonia
before deploying in October 1942 to
Guadalcanal, where the First Marine
Division had been battling fiercely against
the Japanese since August for control of
the unfinished Henderson Airfield.
Landing there was a confusing time for
the men, who began marching not knowing where they were headed and soon
became lost while being shelled. It was a
day that the North Dakota boys would not
soon forget. Even that morning's breakfast
remains a clear memory for Wagner.
"(It) was the only time I had baked
beans at four in the morning, the day we
left into Guadalcanal. ... For breakfast, we
had baked beans, and you remember that
as a young guy."
Once they connected with the Marines,
they were briefed and told th at the Japanese weren't very good at shooting, "which
wasn't the truth,"Wagner said.
Wagner's platoon members were good
shots, too.
"We had good fighters," he said. "Good
Browning Automatic Rifle guys right up
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Courtesy Photo

Mary Wagner and her husband, Retired Lt. Col. Bernie Wagner, pose for a portrait March 3,
2011, in Fargo, N.D. Mary has been close by his side through all of his service; they married in
1945. Right, Bernie Wagner poses in this photo from about 1950 with his wife, Mary, and son,
Chuck. Wagner stressed the importance of family throughout his military career with the N.D.
National Guard, and encouraged his Soldiers to bring their families to camp during part of
annual training each summer. Chuck later went on to join the N.D. National Guard, as well, and
retired as a colonel serving as Maj. Gen. Mike Haugen's chief of staff. The Wagners have one
other child, a daughter named Pat.

on the line. A BAR was a tough weapon. You had to keep it spotless otherwise it would jam."
Before the month was over, those fighting skills would be
tested. There were about 20,000 Japanese on the island - terrain
with which they were familiar - fighting about 23,000 newly
arrived Americans. The 164'h would become the first U.S. Army
unit to take offensive action against the Japanese during the war.
Within a couple of weeks of arriving, Company G was sent to the
southern part of the regiment's area, where they spent four days
in a fierce battle that left about 300 Japanese dead just in their
vicinity, with bodies falling as close as 10 feet from their front
line. The Soldiers held back the forces and maintained control of
the airfield despite the barrage ofJapanese willing to fight to the
death.
"We knew that the Japs were there, so we set up the machine
guns with the field of fire . ... We had the men on the line and
I was back behind,"Wagner said. "And they thought they had
eliminated the Japs . .. but this squad leader stuck his head up and
he got hit. He was one of my best buddies."
Wagner carried the man, Bill Carney, back from the line. On
his way, he passed the mess sergeant who asked who Wagner was
carrying. He had to deliver the awful news - "It was his brother."
"1hat's the bad thing. You get so close. I was probably closer to
him than brothers were. You get so close in combat."
Before leaving Guadalcanal, 150 North Dakota Soldiers would
be killed in action or die from their wounds. Another 360 were
wounded, Wagner among them.

MARRYING MARY

PRESUMED DEAD
Wagner's weapons platoon leader was killed and Sgt. Sam
Noeske, from Jud, N .D., was wounded in battle on the island.
"I got knocked out at the same time, and the company commander asked ifl would take them back, and I did,"Wagner said.
He also helped carry back "the tallest guy in Emmons County,"
who had been injured, and escorted two squad leaders who had
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"cracked up from the shelling that they'd got."
After reaching the aid station, Wagner continued to insist he
needed to go back to the line.
"The medic said, 'You can't go back. You can't go back. You've
got problems,"'Wagner recalled. "And I said, 'I've got to go back.'
So, he set me down and fed me aspirins every half an hour and
pretty soon he looked at my eyes and said, 'You can make it, but
when you get back off of patrol, turn yourself in.' And I never
did."
As he approached the front again, a Marine from Tower City
stared and said, "Bernie, I've got your helmet. I thought you got
killed."
The steel pot had a six- to eight-inch split across it, and Wagner credits it with saving his life. He lost it as he carried the other
men back for help, though. When the Marine found it, he saw
Wagner's wallet with an ID tucked inside of the liner next to a
rosary and presumed him to be dead.
Wagner quickly ensured his family had not been notified of his
death.
With the loss of the rifle platoon leader, Wagner was given a
field commission and the lieutenant's rank.
"The company commander said, 'You're going to take over this
platoon,' and it was all goofed up with wounds .. . and it was a
little tougher for me coming out of a weapons platoon to a rifle
platoon . .. . I had to show them who was boss, and we got organized and went back."
Wagner knew the men needed strong leadership, but he also
knew they needed protection, which is something he had always
provided his troops, whether it was covering for them sneaking
into town for a beer or shooting game or preparing them for a
series of drawn out battles with the Japanese.
Wagner's actions as he assumed command and "reorganized
the platoon into fighting condition" earned him the Legion of
Merit through Legionnaire (Combat) Conditions. A small red
and white pin representative of the award still adorns his jacket.

The men spent about five horrific months on Guadalcanal
before being shipped to F iji, which was a vacation in comparison.
From there, they moved to Bougainville and Wagner was again
sent back for Officer Candidate School since "I didn't have a
commission, but I had the bars."
It was a new kind of challenge as he tried to become physically
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fit and resist the fights paratroopers would
pick downtown to get the candidates to
wash out.
"You were in good condition for combat, but not for push-ups and pull-ups," he
said.
Wagner connected with a dog trainer in
the evenings, following the dogs around
to get in shape. When the workout was
done, he'd return to the PX and purchase a
pint of ice cream for a dime. He shared the
reward with the dogs.
Wagner had started the war as a "buck
sergeant," rose in rank to a first sergeant
and then became a second lieutenant.
"That wasn't a promotion for me, but it
was a good thing, and I got to go back to
the States, so we decided to get married.
Mary had waited long enough."
They wed in 1945 and then headed to
Florida, where Wagner would teach jungle
tactics.
"I'd gone to college and studied to be a
teacher standard, so for our honeymoon
we got stationed at Camp Landing, Fla."

WAGNER TODAY
Nearly seven decades later, onlookers
can't help but notice the love in their eyes
as they look at each other. Wagner stressed
the importance of family throughout his
military career, and encouraged his Soldiers to bring their families to camp during part of annual training each summer.
"It's tough on families in the Guard, but
we'd go to Guard Camp and if they could
make it, we'd work it out some way to get
them up there for extra duty,"Wagner said
of the families. ''And what the colonels
didn't know was all right. We didn't tell
them everything."
In 1950, the 164'" got called up again,
this time for the Korean War. Wagner was
pulled early from a military school in Fort
Bliss, Texas, and headed home.
He got the promotion he was going to
school for despite leaving early, and by Jan.
16, 1951, was on his way to Fort Rucker,
Ala., with Company G. While there,
however, he was hospitalized as a result
of the injuries he sustained during World
War II. Despite that, he moved his family back home at the end of their stay at
Rucker and reported to the West Coast to
prepare to ship overseas. It was there that
they pulled his medical records and told
him no. Instead of deploying with his men,
he spent 20 months guarding a Northern
Pacific railway stateside. Despite his loy-
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Wagner poses next to the Guadalcanal marker on the World War II Memorial in Washington, D.C., during an Honor Flight trip
there May 3-5, 2007. He served on the island from October 1942 until March 1943 with the N.D. National Guard's 164th Infantry
Regiment's Company G. The regiment was the first U.S. Army unit to conduct an offensive operation against the enemy in any
theater during the war. Elements of the division defended Henderson Field against heavy enemy attacks from Oct. 23-25, took
part in the offensive across the Matanikau River in November, and attacked and took Mount Austen in January 1943.

alty to his men, he knew the danger of war
and the importance of surviving to return
home and provide for Mary and their two
young children, Pat and Chuck. He had
just started farming, as well.
Five years later, a major organizational
change took place in the Guard, converting all units to engineers. Valley City's
164'" became the 141" Engineer Combat
Battalion, and Wagner would serve as the
new headquarters' first training officer,
and later its executive officer and battalion
commander. He eventually retired as the
state maintenance officer for the N.D.
Guard. After all of these years, a "141"
license plate still adorns his car. He still
carries a 141" matchbook in his pocket,
too.
"We always promoted the 141 . . . You
carried these .. . and if somebody flashed
this to you, you had to have this," Wagner
said of the matches. "If you flashed it and
the guy had one, well then the one who
flashed had to buy a drink, but ifhe didn't
have one, he had to buy for the whole
group."
His ties to both units remain strong,
and he continues to organize annual
reunions for the 164'" Infantry Regiment,
as well as biennial reunions for Company
G members. Pat serves as the secretary
for the 164'" Infantry Association of
the United States of America and helps
prepare the reunion invitations. Mary

Reprinted from the NDNG Guardian

stuffs the envelopes. Wagner's son, Chuck,
followed in his dad's footsteps and served
as Maj. Gen. Mike Haugen's chief of staff
before retiring from the Guard as a colonel
- one step higher than his father's retired
rank.
"The military was a good life for us,"
Wagner said. "It kept us going."
Nearly 75 years after enlisting in the
N.D. Guard, it would be hard not to argue
that Wagner, in return, helped keep the
Guard going and continues to serve his
fellow Soldiers and his country in many

ways.a
This story is part ofa ND National Guard
history series that prrjiles the veterans who
have served before us. For more information
on the history ofthe ND National Guard,
go to http://bit.ly/NDNGhistory. For more of
the history ofthe 164th Infantry R egiment in
World U0r II, go to http://bit.ly/164NDNG.
To nominate someonefar this feature, email
amy.wieserwillson@us.army.mil

SEE MORE ONLINE:
Watch a video intervie w of Bernie Wagner
d iscussing even more of
his experiences at
www.youtube.com/
NDNationalGuard
View and download photos of Wagne r
on Flickr at http://bit. ly/WagnerPhotos.
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Bernie Wagner, Co G
Photos over the years .....
~

Lt. Col. (ret) Bernie Wagner
poses next to the Korean War
Memorial in Washington,
D.C., during an Honor Flight trip there May
3-5, 2007. Wagner was called up for the
war in 1950 with the North Dakota National
Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment's
Company G. However, injuries he sustained in World War
II prevented him from going overseas, and he served 20
months of stateside active duty during the war.
~~

The North Dakota National Guard's 164th Infantry
Regiment had a softball team in the 1940s. The 1948
team was named the Camp Grafton champions and
included (front row, from left) Bob Shirley, Bill Law, Bill
Grager, Duke Thilmony, Bill Woods and Bernie
Wagner, as well as (back row, from left) Russ Nelson,
John Reschaids, Jim Winter, Jerry Martin, Bob
Anderson and Ken Hansen.

Lt. Col. Bernie Wagner joined the North Dakota
National Guard's 164th Infantry Regiment in Valley
City, N.D., when he was 16. He want on to serve in
World War 11 and stateside for the Korean War. He
became the first training officer for the 141 st
Engineer Combat Battalion when it began in Valley
City, and later served as the battalion commander.
He retired from the North Dakota National Guard as
the state maintenance officer.

Retired Lt. Col. Bernie Wagner (center) waits to
speak at the Casing of the Colors Ceremony for the
North Dakota National Guard's 141 st Engineer
Combat Battalion on Oct. 18, 2008, at the Hi-Liner
Activity Center in Valley City, N.D. Pictured from left
are Valley City Mayor Mary Lee Nielson; Maj . Gen.
David Sprynczynatyk, ND adjutant general; Wagner;
Command Sgt. Maj. Frank Brager, who served as
the senior enlisted leader when the battalion
deployed to Iraq; and Chaplain (Capt.) Maurice
Millican. Wagner joined the legacy unit of the 141 st -- the 164th Infantry Regiment,
which changed to the 141 st with a reorganization in 1955. Wagner served as the
unit's first training officer and later became it's executive officer and then
the battalion commander. He still has "141" on his car's license plates.
Photo by Sgt. Brett Miller, ND National Guard)
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From Guadalcanal to Normandy ....
As we approached the casualties, but were extremely fortunate because
island of Guadalcanal at it could have been much, much worse.
dawn on the morning of Oct
The next morning, a fellow from a Marine
131h, 1942, I will never forget air wing showed up. I used to shoot pool with
the beautiful sight before me him in Wahpeton. He also knew many of the
with the sandy beach, palm other fellows in the outfit. He was a little guy with
trees, and the sun coming a deep voice and his first words were, "We
up, seeming to bathe the thought the war was over til you bastards got
entire scene. All was quiet here." After our welcome, we started to settle in,
and serene. That did not last putting up our pup tents, etc. We went on our
for long. We had been informed that the ships first patrol returning without incident. We worked
would be leaving at a certain hour, unloaded or on our equipment, unloaded ships and Higgins
not. We worked like hell all day, during air raids, boats, all the while having three or four air raids
getting our equipment off.
While we were each day and an occasional shelling. There
unloading , a Jap ship came in and was unloading were usually about twenty bombers in each raid.
up the beach, but was out of range of our 105 Sarles and I dug a new hole, covering it with
mm artillery. Later in the day, a B17 came over cocoanut logs which were as heavy as iron and
and dropped some bombs and they beached really tough to chop through. When finished, I
their ship. As far as I know, the beached ship is placed a piece of pipe in one corner so that we
there to this day. At dusk, we took time to get a would have air in case we were buried. We had
bite to eat. As we were finishing, they started no sooner finished, then here they come again.
laying in some artillery rounds with a long range This time as we learned later, they dropped
howitzer we later referred to as~
Pistol
Pete. Col antipersonnel bombs right through our area.
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A bomb makes a kind of shush shush type
of whispering sound which is different that a
howitzer which whistles, or a naval barrage which
sounds like a speeding freight train . As the air
filled with the shush shush whispering sounds,
that piece of pipe picked them up and funneled
them right into our hole. Sarles said, "May the
good Lord have mercy on our souls." I was
speechless. After the all clear (condition green)
with no casualties, we went about our chores.
My first job was getting rid of that damn piece of
pipe. Before long, we would be called up in the
rain at night to reinforce the Marine perimeter,
rejoining the first and second battalions who had
been sent up immediately the day we landed.
We had been in reserve for some days
when one night shortly before dark, there was
shouting, "Come on, let's go, let's go, take your
sidearms, rifles, grenades, and ammo, nothing
more. Let's go, let's go." Shortly, we were
heading out single file, in a light rain which
intensified as we went along. We shortly passed
a Marine battery of 75 mm howitzers and they
were really pumping the rounds out. Some of the
Marines were lined up along the trail with words
of encouragement such as "Good Luck, Give
them Hell, etc". I never forgot that. Our Col,
Robert Hall, led us up that muddy trail in the dark
and rain to the Marine positions. We spread out
right and left, jumping into empty holes or in with
a Marine. In our area during the night, we had a
few Jap stragglers with the main thrust being to
our left. In the morning, things were pretty much
clear, as the Japs preferred night fighting.

Marines began arguing
as to whether he was a
Marine or a Jap. Finally,
one of the Marines said,
"Hell". He dropped into a
prone position, placed
his '03 rifle on a sandbag
and took aim and fired.
The man collapsed like
letting the air out of a
balloon.
Within the next
Denny from
few hours, we were
Rutlanct, ND &
moved to a new sector
where we were once Swede Manstrom
again back with our own from Wyndmere
outfits. We had Japs behind us as well as in
front because they had previously broken
through a thinly held Marine line where they were
not expected to attack. After the 3rd night, they
withdrew leaving thousands of dead. Our
casualties were very light.
After the 2nd day of attacks, I was selected
to take out a recon patrol. We left our perimeter
and headed out with about twelve men and a
Marine artillery observer. I was told to proceed
out a certain number of yards to observe and
return. One pace or step is close to a yard so I
began counting as we left following a dry river
bed most of the way. It is quite easy to lose
count while concentrating on looking and
listening so I may have exceeded our yardage.
We eventually came onto a trickle of water in the
dry river bed. In the mud was a very fresh Jap
split toe shoe imprint. I said OK, we're heading
I l.
~-.,,I!;• ~_... #. back. One of the guys said he was sick and had
to relieve himself immediately so I had the men
form a perimeter around him with their rifles
~ pointing outward.
It seemed like forever, but
1 finally we were on the road and arrived back at
our perimeter without incident. I later wondered if
that Jap had been in the bushes watching us and
what kind of story he would tell back at camp.
We next headed out, joining the Marines
and our 2nd Battalion to tackle a contingent of
enemy near Koli Point who had landed. We
.,
. ~
.,
,
moved along a river for several days without food
: · • •• • ·-·- ~, ·~
~ tZ:J
• ·
but no lack of water. We did encounter their rear
£ L £ 4 N l=R... R~6 'Se..t1t2'L 1 , 1 ~ ~ rv7 rrn &:..o t t2..t4-L guard which resulted in one wounded man who
F-r.i e. < c:_ 1 'fre.9' r 1v Mi £ -f=:"< C--, -'--SLE ',L
we took turns carrying on a litter. We reached
J"0 1-t..N 3 Ho P 1<, r r-J s u i,..J lT.
the ocean during the night and set up a perimeter
with our backs to the ocean. We had our two
I was sitting on a sandbag smoking a light machine guns covering the trail we had
cigarette when a man appeared some distance come in on. Early in the morning, about 2 am,
away, climbing up a long slope toward our our 2nd Battalion came in on the same trail in the
position with his rifle over his shoulder. The dark without warning.
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Our two machine guns opened up, fired
nineteen shots and jammed. The webbing that
holds the bullets had swollen from the night
dampness, thus causing the jam. While they
were working to clear the guns, they could hear
someone shout, "This is Lt Shellum of the 1641h
Infantry." Sad to say, 21 men had been hit,
Shellum being one of them, and several killed.
Our radios are better now, but war is still not an
exact science.
The next morning, a school of tuna came
hopping along near shore.
Multiple hand
grenades were thrown into the ocean, stunning
many fish which were soon cooked, with
everyone getting a few bites. Ira, our mess
sergeant, showed up in a Higgins boat so we ate
and then marched back along the ocean. As we
were headed back, we passed a new contingent
of Marines who had just landed (the 81h, I th ink).
We reached our new bivouac area where
again we unloaded boats and ships, went on
patrol, etc. It seemed like no time at all before
we were again heading out toward high ground
and the Matanikau River. We were walking over
a bald area when the column stopped. The Japs
had a howitzer which could reach that area and
they started laying in on us. You could hear that
whistling round coming for what seemed like
minutes. There was no hole or place to go, so
finally kissing Mother Earth you just felt like, "Get
that son of a bitch over here and get it over with."
We had a few casualties and one man killed in
this area. One of the rounds was a dud and
landed with a thump and someone let out with
the damndest hyena laugh you have ever heard.
I wasn't the only one with tension.
We moved slowly up and dug in amongst
the trees on the ridge line. There was a dead
Marine there with not much left but bones and
clothes. You don't last long in the tropics. The
Japs mortared us with a few rounds which were
close but no casualties. The next morning we
went down an extremely deep ravine (200 ft) and
climbed up the other side exhausted. While
waiting, one of my men took several canteens
down to a stream and filled them. He said there
were several dead Japs lying in the stream. I
didn't ask, but hoped he had filled the canteens
upstream.
When we set off, they had our whole
battalion dead to rights with excellent fields of fire
which covered each other on downward slopes.
Minnehan's squad had many casualties as did K
Company to the right. We were very fortunate to
be on the higher ground with tall grass for cover.
We held that line for several days with constant
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mortaring, both coming and going, with many
casualties, during which I was hit in the shoe but
no damage. The 1st Marines came up to go
through our lines. While waiting for them to jump
off, I talked to a young man from North Dakota
who had some front teeth missing. They soon
left but were also repulsed . I looked around and
finally spotted him leaning against a tree. His
right foot was jumping up and down as he stared
straight ahead without answering me.
The
glamour of war.
The Marines withdrew and we hung onto
that perimeter for days, with the Japs across from
us. Neither side strong enough to mount a
serious attack.
We continued shooting and
mortaring each other with few casualties. One
day on a journey to the rear to get some clothing,
I passed a group on the ridge line shooting all
their arms, shouting, "Shoot me, I want to go to
New Zealand.". It seems that returning wounded
who had been healed had many stories about all
the women there, with few men. They were all in
Africa or Greece fighting for the British.
One day, the Japs obliged with some mortar
rounds. From my position across the ravine , I
could see these guys scattering like a bunch of
ants for their
holes. I don't
think any of them
got hit. Later, we
were relieved
and not too long
·-ta- - - after that, we
headed to the
c .~
Fiji's for R&R (I)~
not to New
Zealand!
After three
bouts of malaria
and a severe
case of yellow
jaundice, I was
invalided back to
the US, leaving
Fiji in Aug 43. I
arrived in San
Francisco spent
several days in a
general hospital
before being
transferred to a
general hospital
in Louisville, Ky,
in September
1943.

-.....

·-
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After several months, I started to regain
weight, got married, and experienced an
improvement in my general well being.
In Feb 1944, I was returned to active duty
with the 302nd Infantry, 94th Division. This was a
brand new outfit with a handful of men such as
myself from other units. I received a somewhat
mixed reception, arriving with a staff sergeant
rank, thus denying it to those who had been
looking forward to it. I did, however, lose my
platoon guide status. We soon overcame that
and it was back to training. And hikes. I enjoyed
the tens, labored through the 25's, and struggled
with the 40 milers. In August 1944, we were
alerted and sent to Camp Shanks outside of New
York City. We had a physical to determine if we
were fit for combat. This consisted of showing up
in only your raincoat with a spoon. We entered
the room and proceeded to walk in a circle
around some medics with our raincoats open. In
one door and out the other. I never did know
what the spoon was for. I think you would have
passed if you were on crutches.
We next boarded the Queen Mary and
headed out past the Statue of Liberty, bound for
Europe. When first in combat, you kind of have a
feeling that someone other than yourself will get
hit. But now I knew better. We were escorted
out of New York for most of the first day and after
that we were alone. The Queen Mary could do
about 30 knots which is quite fast. We did not
zig zag so I asked one of the crew members
about that and he said that they would turn about
and go straight back for a time and then come
back about and resume course. I never did
verify this and I also do not recall seeing any air
cover. The main purpose of the turn was to
throw the U boats off in their timing. I do not
recall having any scares on this trip as had
occurred on other trips.
We arrived in Scotland at night and were
unloaded and put aboard waiting troop trains.
We were serenaded by a small band. Our train
was soon moving and we were headed toward
England. After several hours we began seeing
searchlights and sometime later we could hear
bombs and anti-aircraft fire. It seemed like the
war couldn't wait but was coming to meet us.
We finally arrived at Bath, England, so named
because of the ancient baths that the Romans
had constructed while occupying England and
still in existence to this day. Back in the states
we had received many young college men who
came from specialty programs which were being
discontinued. Donahoe was one of these. We
had discovered that we both liked ancient history.
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So one night well after midnight, Donahoe,
feeling no pain, woke me up in my pup tent and
proceeded to tell me about Roman Baths. I
finally woke up and began to enjoy his story.
We spent several weeks there doing odd
work such as cleaning up English facilities which
were to be occupied by a new unit coming from
the states. During this time, I had a pass to
London where I made a recording to send home
to my new wife. I had to go to a radio broadcasting studio to get this done. While waiting the
air raid sirens went off and the young lady went
to the window and closed some heavy wooden
shutters, then went about her business. I asked,
"Don't you go to a shelter or something?", and
she said if we did that every time the siren went
off we wouldn't get anything done. So I waited
nervously until I could make my record.
It
passed the censor so I packed it carefully as it
was made on glass, sent it home and it did arrive
intact! The weekend went all too fast as we
toured West Minster, where I stood on Newton's
vault, & Trafalgar square where anyone within its
boundaries can stand up and preach on anything
including the overthrow of the government.
Back at our area, we soon got the word to
gear up. We traveled to London and boarded a
ship
for
our
crossing
of
the Channel.
As we were
setting out,
a
British
rifleman
showed
up
on our deck
and began firing at
a
floating
mine
which had broken
loose
from
its
mooring. It took a
number of shots
before he hit one of
the protruding horns
which detonated the
mine. These were
huge floating balls
which were there for -the protection of the harbor. It didn't take very
long before we arrived at the Normandy coast
line. We disembarked onto a decking supported
by pontoons which extended about a quarter mile
out from the beach. There again we had waiting
trucks which we loaded to begin our journey to
the perimeter. It seemed like the transportation
was always very good heading out.
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There was still wreckage where we landed
and it caused me to think about the guys who
crossed the channel and hit that beach. But it
wouldn't be long before our outfit would be in the
thick of it.
Our initial assignment was to a
perimeter which was around several submarine
pens. After the tremendous losses to the 29th
Division while taking an extremely well fortified
pen, it was decided to bypass the remaining
pens with a perimeter around them to prevent
any attack from that area. The push through
France could then continue toward Germany.
These sub pens were supplied from the sea so
they had plenty of ammo and fired their 88's at
us constantly. At one perimeter, the cooks were
set up in a German bunker which was as safe as
being at home. However, if you wanted to eat, it
was necessary to cross an open space, so the
trick was to wait until they had fired and then run
like hell before they reloaded. I later talked to a
man in tanks and he related that when these
bunkers were buttoned up, they were tough to
take so they would drive to the steel back entry
door and put an armor piercing round through,
then without moving put a high explosive through
the same hole. Those that were able to, came
out. The weak link in the chain.
We moved to one perimeter other than a
sub pen where the Germans were about 200
yards from us. One day they laid in on us with an
88. They missed with the first round which let us
jump into our holes. They fired a barrage of
proximity rounds with the last one exploding over
our hole. Of the 3 of us, one man was killed, the
man next to me lost half his foot, and the same
fragment stung me in the little toe. While taking
care of the other guys, I thought to myself that I
had lost a little toe. When it was all over, I took
off my shoe expecting to find it full of blood but it
had creased the shoe and not fully penetrated. I
really didn't want a purple heart that bad. As the
jeep was leaving with my men, for the life of me I
cannot remember his name, the wounded man
said, "You're a good nurse, Sgt Prindiville!" I'll
never forget that.
I had been sent to grenade launcher
school and became quite proficient. Word came
down that the Col wanted a prisoner. We got the
job. This being a new outfit, we fiddled around
getting started late,going single file with too many
men. As we approached the enemy position
through a garden area, tip toeing over booby trap
lines, they spotted us. The Lt, a good man but
new, had us pull behind the hedge row where we
really laid in on them. I told Erickson, "I know
how far they are, you just tell me where you see
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them," as I had to keep the butt of my rifle on the
ground and thus could not see over the hedge
row. Every time I let one go, he said "right in
there", so I don't know what damage we did, but
we shook them up for sure. We turned around
and headed back without a prisoner, having
completely lost the element of surprise.
About this time, rotation furloughs came
out and I was selected for one. I was at the outfit
awaiting transportation and in 2 days they were
at full strength -- this at a time when you waited
forever for replacements. This said loud and
clear that there were big things coming up.
When I got home, I received a letter from
Dennis Harding who had been wounded when
they hit the Siegfried Line. He said that they were
the point company and after three days of
fighting, they had only thirteen men answering
roll call. While on furlough I became sick and
ended up in Madigan Hospital at Ft Lewis. When
the point system came out, I talked to the CO in
charge of the ward to sign my release. He
wanted me to stay in, get treatment and get
discharged later. I was out in 24 hours. As it
turned out, that was not my smartest move.

.___

&

,::a

Above: Dennis; his sister, Gwen Young; & brother, Pat.

Gwen served in the Women's Army Corps
at a branch of Eisenhower's Headquarters in
Algiers. Her unit pushed information and propaganda out to the various commands.
Pat served in an Army anti aircraft training
unit in Texas. He did not go overseas, but would
gladly have done so just to get out of Texas. ©
Brother Gerry (1922-1999) served as a
gunner on an SBD Dauntless Dive Bomber
aboard the USS Cowpens.
Brother Roger (1930-2008) served in the
Army in peacetime Germany.

Dennis Prindiville, 2311 W . 15th #57, Spokane,
WA 99224 Phone 509-624-5757
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Martin H Beilke

receives
Bronze Star after 60 years

By Jennifer L. Berghom Monitor Staff Writer
http://www.themon itor.com/news/beilke-3651-soldiers-honor. html

Wh ile serving in the U.S. Army in the
Pacific during World War II, Martin Beilke of
Weslaco, TX, dodged bombs and sniper attacks
from the enemy while providing supplies to fellow
soldiers.
He even rescued a group of soldiers
trapped in a ditch.
In fact, Beilke managed to survive the five
months he was stationed in Guadalcanal in the
Solomon Islands without suffering an injury.
More than 60 years later, he's received the
Bronze Star for his heroic actions.
His church,
Love of Christ Lutheran Church in Weslaco, threw
him a party last month to honor his service.
"This really is something, a wonderful thing . Martin Beilke, a World War II veteran, sits next to the
It's a big honor," said Beilke, then 92 (now 96).
Bronze Star he earned, in addition to photos and
Seated at a table in the middle of the room other items he acquired during his military service,
with old photographs and the Bronze Star, Beilke while he talks to guests gathered recently at the
recounted his war experiences with fellow Love for Christ Lutheran Church in Weslaco.
parishioners.
Joel Martinez/The Monitor July 2007
Beilke, a North Dakota native who now lives in Weslaco, said the U.S. Army drafted him and
his brother in 1941. [They were processed through Ft Snelling and sent] to serve in the 164th Infantry
Regiment. Their job was to supply soldiers with food, ammunition and other necessities. "Our job
was to see all the men got (what they needed)," Beilke said.
Beilke first was stationed at Camp Claiborne in Louisiana. He was there when the Japanese
bombed Pearl Harbor. "The bugler played 'Call to Arms,"' he said.
Less than a year later, Beilke and his comrades were sent to Guadalcanal in the Solomon
Islands to fight the Imperial Japanese Army. The soldiers were met with bombs falling from Japanese
airplanes. "It was a beautiful sight in the sky," he said. "Nobody was hurt. One piece of shrapnel hit a
truck."
Beilke recalled one incident where a group of soldiers fell into a ravine
the Japanese used to hide in. There was a U.S. naval base nearby, so Beilke
and the others went there to get rope. They tied one end of the rope to a tree
and the other to a stretcher to pull up the wounded soldiers. Beilke drove
everyone to safety in a jeep.
"The sergeant told me to drive the jeep. I never drove a jeep before," he
said. During the rescue, a sniper hiding in a tree began shooting at them, only to
be taken down by Beilke's brother. "Always something exciting ," Beilke said.
After he told his story, church members sang patriotic songs and presented
Beilke with a banner honoring his service.
Randy Nicholas, the church's pastor, said Beilke told him about the
Bronze Star when the pastor visited him at John Knox Village of the Rio
Grande, where Beilke lives. He talked with church members and they all decided
to throw the party to honor him.
Beilke , who is legally blind, received the Bronze Star because his vision
deteriorated as a result of his military service, Nicholas said after the party.
"He deserves this honor. He served bravely during the war. We need to
honor our war heroes," Nicholas said.
Editor: I was able to confirm that 96-year-old Martin still lives John Knox Village of the Rio Grande, 1300 S
Border Ave, Weslaco, TX 78596-5142. He may be reached at (956) 968-4575 .
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Marion Minks, Co K,
by Kevin Lilly, Pharos-Tribune.

gets medals 66 years later

(Used wilhPermission)

rostribllle mobie

Sixty-six years after serving his country during World War
11,
Logansport
resident Marion Minks received the medals he
'
earned . Minks, who turned 91, said his discharge papers stated
he earned a number of medals, including two Bronze Stars and
a Purple Heart. He did not have all those honors and recently
decided he would like to pass them to his children. "I thought,
· · 'Well, when I'm gone, it would be nice to have one for each of
my sons and one for my daughter,"' Minks said.
During a ceremony on his back porch, Minks hosted
special guests U.S. Rep. Joe Donnelly, Logansport Mayor Mike
WWII veteran Marion Minks with the _, Fincher and nearly 20 friends and family members.
d I h
ti
· d
"Mr. Minks, you have served our nation honorably," said
me as e recen Y receive ·
Donnelly. "You have been an incredible hero and patriot to all of
us, and on behalf of the United States of America, we want to thank you for everything you've done."
Minks received a shadowbox containing a Bronze Star, Purple Heart, Good Conduct Medal,
Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal with one bronze service star, World War II Victory Medal, Combat
Infantryman Badge 1st Award, Philippine Liberation Ribbon with one bronze star, Honorable Service
Lapel Pin and Marksman Badge with Rifle Bar. For the first time, Minks had the complete set of
medals he earned through his service.
Before the ceremony, Donnelly said honoring a World War II veteran was one of the greatest
pleasures of his elected position. "This is one of those days that makes this job such a privilege.
We're going to see someone who helped save our country and helped save the world."
Minks was a private first class in the U.S. Army from 1944 to 1946. During that time, he served
with the 164th Infantry Regiment of the America! Division in the Philippines and later served in Tokyo
after the atomic bombs dropped.
Donnelly's office became involved when Minks requested the medals. Donnelly met the
veteran for the first time Monday and called him "an American hero." He also presented Minks with
an American flag that has flown over the U.S. Capitol. Minks talked about what the American flag
means to him--it represents the sacrifices that so many soldiers made in the name of freedom.
"There are no flags in foxholes, only rifles," Minks said. "As a combat veteran, I am well aware
of the tragic cost of war. After being in the liberation of the Philippines and the occupation of Japan,
my greatest joy was to be able to return home to my homeland America."
Minks' great-grandson, Joshua Klabunde, led the group in reciting the Pledge of Allegiance
then sang "God Bless America" solo before Minks asked everyone to join in on a verse.
"Sing it loudly," Minks said. Fincher read the poem, "Ragged Old Flag," written by musician
Johnny Cash. Fincher's grandson, 10-year-old Luke Fincher, played taps on the trumpet to conclude
the ceremony.

~· . -

.

Left: U.S. Rep. Joe
, Donnelly greets Minks

J--~-Wl<l.£.w.W-,~Sd..:144~~..!-.tit!.:_..:::~~~.J.4:~'-::~~~-'-l::~~I

11111 prior

to the medal
{ presentation
Above: An excerpt from the S-2 log on the day Minks was wounded on Leyte

Marion Minks resides at 714 Lynnwood Dr, Logansport, IN 46947
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Walter Hickey, Co A
Purple Heart Hall of Fame
Excerpt, Hall of Fame Register:
Name:Walter A. Hickey
Hometown:Westland, Ml
Branch of Service: Army
Conflict:World War 111941-1945
Years of Service: 3 1/2
Rank: Buck Sergeant

Specialties: Light machine gunner
for two years, then squad leader
Foreign countries where veteran
was stationed: Guadalcanal.
Bougainville, Leyte, Cebu, Los
Negros,Tokyo Japan
Medals/Honors Received: Good Conduct; Two Purple
Hearts; Bronze Star; Philippine Liberation; Combat
Infantry Badge ;American Defense; Other service medals
Highlights of Service: Being wounded 05-08-45-the day
after my 21st birthday. VE Day-my birthday 05-07-24.
Why do you believe it is important for young people to
register and vote? First of all, love your mom and dad.
Love the US flag and love and trust Jesus. Many a man
and female served. Some gave some and some gave all
just so you can have your freedom in a free and beautiful
country. Just look around you. We are free.
Walter Hickey, Box 373, Hillard, FL 32046

· ..\.W;Fsr NASSA1.fs Fi.L~e,1
. . Hilliard .rcr;i<lent wa1terI-IicJrny, .
., a World War Ii Purple Heart .vetei;ani has been inducted in(o the,
, Nutional Purple Heart Hall :of
'. Ho110~· in Vails Gate, N.Y..He/was
..'aii infantry with the 164th . .

· Infantry.

'.
''

.

.· .. . ·..

.

"T h,;ve truly been blesse~," •
Hickey said. Visit www.thepuple.
heart.com to view the Roll of Honor.

Purple Heart Recipients
WWI:
WWII:
Korea:
Vietnam:
Persian Gulf:
Afghanistan:
Iraq:

Total Estimated:

-

250,QQQI

964,409
136,936
200,676
590
7,903 *
35,367 *

THE NATIONAL
PURPLE HEART
HALL OF
HONOR

1.7 M 1

NOTE 1: Estimates only. Battlefield awards and Incomplete records; 1974 fire in St. loui:

www.purpleheart.org

J

J

www.thepurpleheart.com

reposi tory.

As of 7/23/2010
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REUNION HAPPENINGS:
Dressed in WWII combat attire,
collector Col (ret) Al Schuldt
takes a good, hard look
at the business end of
a soldier's best friend.
He specializes in
Japanese uniforms,
flags, and weapons.
His display is always
a big hit at the
reurnon.

Dick Wiest, Col (ret) Al Wiest, & Mary Wiest Simpkins show off one of the
cookies sent to the reunion by their dear friend Mary Faith Young, Jamestown

164th

Reunion organizers President
Bernie, wife Mary Wagner, &
their daughter Patricia Drong

Donald Boyum (nephew of Walter Danuser, Co H) and his wife Carmelita are
flanked by (far left) Laila Burns-Hedstrom, widow of Edward Burns, Co H, and (far
right) Ed Burns ' daughter, Kathryn Braaten. Donald is the nephew of Lt. Col. Robert
K. Hall who is shown receiving the Navy Cross in the photo held by Cannelita.
Edward Burns authored a News article about Hall's leadership; "Trail of the Hawk"
will be reprinted in a future issue of the News that will also feature more information
from Hall's files which were donated to the 164 111 by Donald at the reunion. Donald
had another uncle, Neil Boyum, who served in Company H.

26
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REUNION HAPPENINGS:

I Spy ....
Jim Drong checks out the crazy
binoculars from Al Schuldt's
collection of equipment.
Top: Members of l 88u1 Army Band demonstrate flag folding
etiquette and procedure during the Memorial Service.
Top Right: President Bernie receives a coin from the
commander of the 18th Army National Guard Band for his
support of the band through the years.
Middle: Greg Heinz and Warren Yentsch discuss swords and
everything military in the collector's display room.
Above Right: The boys of Company A, Dennis Ferk and
Joe Castagneto, look sharp in uniform at the banquet.
Above: US cold weather uniform display courtesy of
the extensive Greg Heinz collection.
The 164111 Infantry News, October 2011
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LEYTE 1144 1141

SOUTHERN li'Hllllili'INE8 1841

Elroy Greuel, Jim Fenelon, Gerald "Sandy"
Sanderson, Ralph Oehlke, Joe Castagneto,
Dennis Prindiville, Bernie Wagner, Pete
Grant, Tony Griffin, Jim Morrison, Walter
Rivinius, Al Wiest, Dennis Ferk (insert)

Orlyn Stensgard, Gerald Skogley ,
Reginald Urness, Tony Griffin, Bernie
Wagner, Pete Grant, Frank Dahl, Tom
Vagle, Erling Dahl, Filmore Hammargren,
Front: Bob Tvenstrup, Duane Hesch,
Dave Lokken, Karl Burkhart, Jim Kiley,
Owen Wallace.
Not pictured: Gerald Pedersen
164'" Infantry N ews, October 2011
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PEOPLE,PEOPLE

WELCOME
164th INFANTRY
REUNION

Left: Dave Lokken rings the chime
for each name on the Last Roll Call.
Below: The 188th Army National
Guard Band perfonns an afternoon
concert. The dance band played both
nights, and a men's quartet sang at the
business meeting. Thanks, l 88th!
Dennis Ferk's driver, Dian Zeeman, shows off
the T-shirt she got at the America! Division
Assoc reunion while en route to the 164 reunion.

Left: Bandsman Jeff Pfingsten serves ice cream desserts to the banquet attendees.
Below:The week prior to the reunion, your editor met with Leon Timboe and Ken
Shaver, both Service Company, at a cafe in Devils Lake. Neither attended the reunion .
Below R: After the reunion, Joe Castagneto, Mary & Tony Drain & their niece Nikki
Russel toured the state
and stopJ)ed in at your
Editor's farm home for
S 'mores at the firepit.
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L: Warren & Brenda Yentsch;
Ben Kemp (former Sec/Treas\
Arlie Anundson (new memberJ;
Lower Row: Mary Ann Winkler
Caryn Schacher (Heinz display)
Cheryl Griffin (Tony's daughter)
Jim Verwey (23rd Div Vietnam)

~----=---.

Right: Mary Drain, her aunt
Rosemary Bang, niece Nicki
Russell. Back: Tony Drain, 2
sons of Rosemary
The 1641" infantry News, October 2011
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Reginald Urness: Co G (K)

Former soldier recounts Nuremberg trials
Grand Forks Herald Story Published November 09, 2010, 10:39 PM
By: Paulette Tobin, photo by John Stennes.
A documentary about the Nuremberg trials, one of the greatest
dramas in history, was shown in Grand Forks in November 2010.
The 1946 documentary "Nuremberg: Its Lessons for Today"
was written and directed by Stuart Schulberg, an Army sergeant and
brother of famous screenwriter Budd Schulberg. "Nuremberg" never
was shown in the U.S. before 2010. Stuart Schulberg's daughter,
Sandra Schulberg, one of the persons who restored the film, was in
Grand Forks for the showing.
One of the people most eager to see it was Reginald Urness,
who had a virtual front-row seat at the real thing in 1946.
Urness, then 19, was a "baby boy" soldier serving in occupied
Germany, stationed at an Army base at Weiden, about 60 miles east
of Nuremberg.
He may have been young, said the retired telephone
communications worker, but even then he recognized the historic
significance of the international military tribunal. At Nuremberg, the
Allies tried 22 top Nazi officials for crimes against peace, war crimes
and crimes against humanity.
"For some reason, I knew I wanted to be there," Urness said, seated in his sunlit living room. "I
thought of being part of a very famous event."
So, even though none of his buddies would join him, he caught rides by train to Nuremberg
and spent two days at the trial, seated about 20 feet from Hermann Goering and Rudolf Hess.
Urness said some of the details of his time in Nuremberg have become hazy. And it doesn't
help that a booklet he received about the trials when he was there in 1946, like most of his pictures
from Germany, were destroyed in the 1997 flood.
His time in the courtroom was just before Goering committed
suicide Oct. 15, 1946. Goering, who had been found guilty, escaped
the executioner by swallowing poison just hours before he was
scheduled to die by hanging. (There's never been an official
explanation for how he managed to obtain cyanide.)
Urness said he was prohibited from taking pictures in or of
the courthouse (unless he stood outside the fence that surrounded
the place), but he remembers the scene in the courtroom. Behind
the dock of defendants stood white-helmeted guards. Goering
seemed "very fidgety," Urness said.
"I remember Goering moving constantly and Hess sitting next Goehring, upper left in front row,
to him was very quiet," he said. It was a busy courtroom with lots of committed suicide in 1946. Next to
·
·
Goenng
·
Rudolf. Hess,
who hanged
coming
an d going.
an d th e oth er d efen d an t s oft en wore him
h" is If.
. 1987
93
dark glasses, he said.
imse in prison 1n
, age .
Urness and others in the courtroom had access to headsets so they could hear the
proceedings translated to English, or one of several other languages.
Urness grew up at Leeds, N.D., and graduated in 1945 from Leeds High School. July 10, 1945,
he was drafted. Nazi Germany surrendered to the Allies on May 8, 1945, so he became part of the
occupational forces in Germany, completing basic training at Camp Fanning near Tyler, Texas.
He spent 10 days on a ship bound for Germany, nine of them seasick, landing in France, and then
transported with his fellow soldiers in a 40 et 8 railroad boxcar (so named because it cold hold 40
men or eight horses) with no seats and no heat. Around them, in the industrial Ruhr Valley,
everything appeared to be bombed to the ground.
On Christmas Eve near Bremerhaven, Germany, it got so cold he and his fellow soldiers
removed a stove from an adjoining boxcar by sawing through the floor. Urness said he took coal from
a Soviet train so they'd have something to burn. It was stamped with a hammer and sickle.
"It was a rude awakening for us young boys who always had enough food and enough coal for
heat and always had our parents there," he said.
32
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Reginald Urness:

Nuremberg Trials

Urness was assigned to the newly established 11th Constabulary Regiment, whose mission
was to keep the peace and tour southern Germany with light tanks to impress on the German people
that the American soldiers were still there.
M a ny of th e Ge rm a n p e o pIe fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
were
homeless,
jobless
and
THE NUREMBERG TRIALS AND THEIR LEGACY
starving. It was common for
"We must establish incredible events by credible evidence."
children to line up to eat out the
- U.S. Chief Prosecutor Robert Jackson, June 7, 1945.
Army's garbage cans after meals,
The Holocaust was an unprecedented crime-a crime composed of
he said.
millions of murders, wrongful imprisonments, and tortures, of rape,
Urness traveled a bit while
theft, and destruction. In the immediate aftermath of the Holocaust,
he was stationed in Germany, the world was faced with a challenge-how to seek justice for an
almost unimaginable scale of criminal behavior. The International
including a visit to the concentration
Military Tribunal (IMT) held at Nuremberg, Germany, attempted to
camp at Dachau, where he saw a
broach this immense challenge on a legal basis. [2005 marked]
20-foot pile of men's, women's and
the 60th anniversary of the IMT, a watershed moment in
children's shoes.
international justice. The commemoration of this anniversary
After 19 months in the Army,
coincided with numerous atrocities occurring in our world todayUrness returned to North Dakota,
crimes that again challenge us to ask: Can justice ever be done?
attended
North
Dakota
State
Nazi Germany planned and implemented the Holocaust within
University and joined the North
the devastating maelstrom of World War II. It was in this context
Dakota National Guard. In 1950, he that the IMT was created, a trial of judgment for war crimes. The
was federalized with the National
IMT was not a court convened to mete out punishment for the
Holocaust alone. The tribunal was designed to document and
Guard because of the Korean
redress crimes committed in the course of the most massive
conflict, assigned to the Cando
(N.D.) Guard unit and spent 19 conflict the world has ever known. In October 1945, the IMT
formally indicted the Nuremberg defendants on four counts: crimes
months at Camp Rucker, Ala.
Urness served during two wars, but against peace, war crimes, crimes against humanity, and
conspiracy to commit these crimes.
he never saw action.
The Holocaust was, in the legal language of the IMT, "a crime
Urness worked as a civilian
against humanity." Convened within months of the end of the war,
with Northwestern Bell Telephone
from the trial's first public session on November 20, 1945, until the
Co. For 25 years, he was manager verdicts were delivered on October 1, 1946, the tribunal at
for the telephone company at
Nuremberg set precedents: in international law, in documentation
Grand Forks Air Force Base. After of the historical record-in seeking some beginning, however
inadequate, in the search for justice.
retiring, he farmed for four years at
http://www.ushmm.org/museum/exhibit/focus/warcrimetrials/
Leeds and still has a farm there.
He a nd his wife , Ard e 11 e , had l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l
two children - Cindy, who teaches at NDSU, and Scott, an artist who died in 1991 of apparent heart
failure. He was 35. They had two grandchildren. Ardelle died in 2000, just days after their 50th
wedding anniversary.
A few years later, he married Roselynn, and they are
getting ready to spend the winter (except for Christmas) in
Arizona, which is where they met. At 83, he looks at least 10
years younger, and credits his fitness to years of running
four miles a day and now daily morning workouts.
Their home is filled with family pictures, an old clock
that he bought after it fell off the wall of the Leeds library and
restored, and dozens of Scott's paintings, prints and
sketches. Urness owns several antique vehicles, including
an award-winning Model T.
In 1983, he and wife Ardelle returned to Germany and
.
.
visited the now-German Army base at Weiden, which hadn't
Roselynn & Reginald at the 2011 reunion. changed much at all. They also were in Nuremberg, where
Urness visited the courthouse where he'd witness part of the Nuremberg trials so many years before.
"I sat on the same bench that I did when I was 19 years old, and also where Goering sat," he
said. "Again, I wasn't allowed to take pictures."
Reginald Urness, 3510 Belmont Road, Grand Forks, ND 58201
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Memoires: "Before the War" by Col (ret) Albert Wiest

Al Wiest,

Companies H & M

Preface by Associate Life Member Dick Wiest, Al's son:
My dad turned 97 in August, and the Good Lord willing, was
again at the reunion this September with me, my sister Mary and
her West Pointer husband Frank. Dad commanded M Co. on
the Canal, from the thick of the fighting at Coffin Corner through
Fiji, before heading home in mid-1944. He has written very
interesting memoirs of his life in Jamestown as a kid and young
man, running the gamut of fun, work, trouble, the CCC's, the
Guard, N.D. baseball as it was, and the war years. The News
has published a lot on the 1641h in the Pacific and several of
dad's stories are featured in Terry Shoptaugh's book. I thought it
might of interest to our readers to share some excerpts from Al's
memoirs on The Old Guard (in two senses of the phrase) from
the early 30's to the eve of the Canal, subjects less often treated
due to the focus on combat and the height of the war in most
writings. A separate article on pre-war North Dakota baseball will
follow, as well as a note on baseball in the 1641h during the war.

Memoires: "Before the War"
Jamestown was home to Company H, a
machine gun company, and it was in this unit my
devotion to the military was born and nurtured. It
was not love at first sight, however. I enlisted in
1933 for the same reason many of the other kids
in town did - to pick up some easy spending
money - but I soon discovered that soldiering
was a new and exciting challenge.
Training was conducted in the local
armory one night a week for two or three hours
and each summer the whole regiment assembled
at Camp Grafton, near Devils Lake, for a twoweek encampment.
Summer camp was the
climax of our training for the year and I looked
forward to it with eager anticipation, primarily
because it was an escape from the more or less
humdrum weekly drills in the armory. Here, for
the first and only time during the year, we would
fire our weapons for qualification. The camp
training schedule focused heavily on marksmanship and the competition between units was
fierce. Almost as strong, was the competition in
sports, specifically softball, boxing, and wrestling.
Many of the companies would enlist star athletes
just for summer camp in hopes of returning home
with a trophy, no matter that most of them had
little interest in soldiering and would eventually
be discharged as "incompatible with military
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by Col (ret) Albert Wiest

training". I recall one company that brought a 52
year-old guy to camp as a cook. He didn't know
beans from Folger's coffee, but he happened to
be the state wrestling champion in his weight
class. One year H Company took the regimental
trophy in softball with considerable help from the
number two pitcher in the state. I well remember
the year we thought we had a lock on a boxing
trophy when we enlisted a topnotch welterweight
who was undefeated in statewide bouts. Some
of the companies cried foul because the kid had
fought as a pro, so he was disqualified from unit
competition. He spent the two weeks fighting
exhibition matches.
Another sport?? (not on the schedule) was
the traditional initiation of the first year men at the
camp. The object of this sport was to heap all
sorts of indignities, short of mayhem, on the
rookies and each company had its own method
of inflicting punishment. One unit ran the guys
through a gauntlet, which sounds rather tame
except that the men were handed a half dozen or
so empty .30 caliber cartridge cases, which then
had to be placed in an upright position on the
ground, all the time getting whacked on the rear
end by web belts. Another unit's favorite sport
was the mud bath, a huge pit filled with mud into
which the guys were unceremoniously tossed.
The 1641" Infantry News, October 2011

Memoires: "Before the War" by Col (ret) Albert Wiest

The initiation ceremony in H Company
was simple, quick, and anything but painless.
The hapless rookie was blindfolded and spreadeagled on a camp cot with his pants pulled down,
and held in that position by stalwart hands. First,
a few jolts of electricity from a hand-held crank
magneto were administered to his buttocks to get
his attention. Next came the Cosmoline
treatment. Cosmoline was a rust inhibitor used
on our weapons but here it served a more
insidious purpose - it caused severe stinging on
contact with tender skins, in this case the victim's
genitals. I well remember my own initiation when
the Cosmoline was applied liberally (and
gleefully, I'm sure) by twin brother Bob. After the
sting wore off in an hour or so I was thankful to
find out that none of my private parts had fallen
off.
Our welterweight boxer Don Acheson had
threatened bodily harm to anyone trying to
initiate him. He was thus prudently avoided on
the day of the initiation, but he was not forgotten.
Several days later some of the more intrepid
rookies tackled him and gave him "the treatment"
anyway. There was one problem though. The
Cosmoline was
not Cosmoline;
it was
Unguentine, a bland burn ointment. Both were
yellow gels contained in yellow tubes, and
virtually indistinguishable. Acheson walked away
from the encounter with nothing but ruffled
feathers - no one mustered up the courage to try
him again.

The highlight of summer camp was
Governor's Day, held on Sunday after the first
week in camp. It was strictly a public relations
affair, an opportunity for the governor to show off
his troops to the general public. The main event
though was the parade when the entire regiment
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assembled on the field and passed in review
before the governor and other state dignitaries.
The band music, marching troops and
flying colors and guidons were an impressive
sight, especially to the rookies, most of who had
never seen a formation larger than a companysized unit. However, I remember one year when
the parade hoopla took a back seat to an
unforgettable performance by a lowly mule.
In the early 1930's, mules still played an
important role in the Army. Mule power not only
moved supplies and heavy equipment, but also
was used extensively in tactical units as low as
platoon level. In the machine gun company the
mule hauled guns and ammunition in light carts
similar to artillery caissons. These animals were
supplied by a local rancher just for the two-week
encampment. In the interim between camps they
roamed freely in the open range. Consequently,
they were wild and skittish and each year a battle
of wills occurred to establish some degree of
rapport between man and mule in time for the
parade.
A good mule leader needed at least two
attributes: the physical ability to handle the mule
and hopeless inability to keep in step while
marching. The guys with strong arms and two
left feet usually drew this assignment; it was not
a coveted job in the parade formation. One of
our best was a burly private by the name of
Clyde Sponagel who, on this memorable day,
was assigned to one of the more recalcitrant
mules pulling an ammunition cart.
Movement of the troops to the parade
grounds progressed smoothly as the various
companies marched to their assigned positions.
When the regiment was assembled, with
companies abreast, the band started playing
"Hail to the Chief" and the cannons started
booming a 17-gun salute, announcing the arrival
of the Governor.
On the first boom of the
cannon, Sponagel's mule bolted, first at a fast
lope, but the continued booming quickly spurred
him to a full gallop. He traversed the length of
the field behind the massed troops and then, as if
guided by memories of past parades, made a
wide sweeping U-turn and passed right by the
reviewing stand, still at a full gallop.
The
spectators cheered wildly and the band added to
the hilarity by switching to the old artillery song,
"As the Caissons go Rolling Along". It was a
sight to behold. The whole incident lasted less
than five minutes after which the parade was
continued on schedule. Later, Sponagel found
his mule in a nearby patch of woods contentedly
munching grass.
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Governor's Day festivities ended with the
glamour event of the day - the balloon shoot.
Here the three machine gun companies in
the regiment (D, H, and M) vied for honors
shooting at gas filled balloons.
Guns were mounted on the gun carts, but
definitely not in the manner prescribed in the
manual. The cart was turned on its side and a pit
was dug large enough to accommodate both the
_
bottom wheel and the
gunner. The top wheel
was about waist high
and
served as a
rotating platform on
which the gun with the
tripod
was
firmly
mounted.
The
ammunition
was
mixture of caliber .30
ball and tracer loaded
in 250 round belts. The target was a weather
balloon inflated to about two feet in diameter and
released from a point four or five hundred yards
down range from the gun positions. First, two or
three balloons were released to give the gunners
a look at wind speed and direction of flight - then
the contest began in earnest. Each gunner fired
alternately until ten targets were engaged; in
case of a tie the shoot continued on a sudden
death basis. The first gunner to miss his target
was eliminated.
I won the balloon
shoot honors for H
Company two years in
a row, the first year by
sheer luck.
The D
Company gunner was
out of it halfway through
the
shoot,
having
i . . . - - - - i missed several targets.
I had hit nine straight balloons, but the M
Company gunner stayed neck and neck with me.
Then he opened the door for me by missing
number ten. I almost opened the door for him
when I ran out of ammunition on my last target.
By the time I reloaded the balloon was beyond
the burn out range of the tracers (800 to 900
yards), but I kept firing and luckily broke it before
it got out of sight and range.
The competition on the second year
started with a bit of controversy. The standard
issue of ammunition was belted at a rate of one
tracer to four rounds of ball.
When the M
Company gunner fired on his first balloon, it was
obvious, from the steady stream of tracers, that
the ratio had been altered. In fact his ammo was
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belted one tracer to two rounds of ball. Both D
and H Company Commanders objected but to no
avail - there were no ground rules that applied to
this bit of trickery, so the shoot continued.
The D Company gunner had missed one
target, but I stayed with the M Company guy
balloon for balloon and we ended up in a tie. I
won the coin toss and chose to fire first in
sudden death - I got my first, he got his. I got
my second, he got his, I got my third and he got
off about ten rounds on his third when disaster
struck. His gun froze, overheated by excessive
tracers and by the time he changed guns his
target was out of range.
End of contest - he
was hoisted by his own petard.
Thus my romance with the National Guard
continued throughout these early years. When I
first enlisted I was awed by the sergeants with
their big stripes on their shirtsleeves and I vowed
that some day I would achieve that rank. When I
succeeded a few years later I can truthfully say I
was never more proud of an insignia of rank than
my sergeant stripes. I would wear them until just
two days before the regiment was inducted into
federal service.
So how did I suddenly reach the exalted
rank of Second Lieutenant? The answer hangs
on the rank structure of officers in the pre-World
War 11 164th Infantry. Almost without exception
the slots from Captain and above were filled by
men with combat (World War I) experience or
long years of service in the Guard. To fill junior
officer slots, enlisted personnel were offered an
opportunity to qualify through a series of lessons
and written examinations.
For example, a
candidate for 2nd Lieutenant had to successfully
complete ten lessons, after which he was
tendered a commission in the National Guard of
the United States (NGUS). This was a reserve
commission, becoming active only when his unit
was inducted into federal service - with one
exception: if a position vacancy occurred in his
unit, the slot could be filled by transferring him
from inactive reserve status to active NG status.
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So the machinery was there for anyone found it hard to believe my quest for a
with a little ambition to qualify for a commission; commission was moving at such a rapid pace
but few took advantage of it for the reason that without a hitch. My fears were groundless. A
the "good old boys" were so thoroughly few days later my work was returned, graded,
entrenched that position vacancies occurred only with a congratulatory letter notifying me that I
when one of them died or moved from the state. was qualified as a Second Lieutenant, NGUS.
And, in those pre-war years, incentive was Needless to say I was elated. Thanks to Captain
further dampened because the National Guard Hall's timely intercession in my behalf and a
was authorized only sixty per cent of full strength, charitable army instructor I would enter active
resulting in fewer junior officer slots to begin with. federal service as a commissioned officer.
Some people, though, did envision the
On 20 September 1940, all North Dakota
time when this could change and one of them National Guard units were ordered to recruit to
was our Company Commander, Captain Robert full war-time strength in preparation for induction.
K. Hall.
I remember well his frequent In the middle of January 1941, an Executive
admonitions to us sergeants. "You young dudes Order direct from the White House announced
should be preparing for the future, the world the induction day 10 February 1941 , with training
situation isn't going to stay like this forever. Get station at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana.
The
the ten series under your belt and you will be induction orders read in part, "for a period of
ready". How right he was! Yet most of us paid twelve months unless sooner relieved". This, of
course, turned out to be a real laugher - the
no heed to his warnings, including me.
My wakeup call came at summer camp in 1641h was not deactivated until November 1945.
1940 when one of my fellow sergeants, Delair I mentioned earlier that I would wear sergeant
Clark, showed up sporting Second Lieutenant stripes until just two days before the regiment
It so happened that several
bars. My first reaction was shock and I said to was mobilized.
myself, "If this guy has the makings of an officer, officer position vacancies came up in the
so have I", a point that I bluntly mentioned in regiment prior to induction, including one in H
those same words to Captain Hall. His reply was Company. I (along with six other sergeants) was
even more blunt, "Sergeant, I've been after you ordered to appear before a federal recognition
guys to get off your butts and qualify for a board in Bismarck on 8 February 1941. There
commission. Clark did and you didn't". And then we were duly commissioned as Second
he took some of the sting out of his rebuke by Lieutenants, North Dakota National Guard - but
adding, "I think you would make a good officer, not without a terse exchange of words between
but I can push you guys only so far".
At this the state Assistant Adjutant General, one
point I real ized how imprudent (translate that as Lieutenant Colonel Herman Brocopp, and the
stupid) my outburst had been and I meekly Regular Army instructor Colonel Carl Ulsaker.
stated that I wanted to take a shot at the ten Brocopp opened the proceedings with the
remark, "Why are we wasting time boarding
series if it wasn't too late.
The very next day I was called to the office these guys when they are going to pick up their
of one of our Regular Army instructors, commissions anyway in just two days?"
Lieutenant Colonel Voege.
I clearly
recall his opening remarks, "Sergeant,
you have a company commander who
thinks you would make a fine infantry
officer.
I am going to accept your
enrollment in the ten series, but I must
advise you that the course must be
completed before this regiment is called
into federal service. Within a week
after our return to Jamestown in late
August, I received a box from Voege
containing pertinent manuals and
lessons for the entire ten series - and
for once I didn't drag my feet. By the
tenth of September I completed all the
lessons and returned them, not without
some apprehension though, because I
Band of Lieutnants: Joseph "Red" Meyers, Al Wiest (Co M),
Tonv Beer (Co K). Ken Williams (Co U. Herald Crook. Dec '42
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"Now hold on a minute", cut in Ulsaker.
"I'd like to point out that when this emergency is
over these men will revert to the active National
Guard rank they held prior to induction. Now, do
you want them to go back as sergeants or
lieutenants?' No one argued the point, much
less Brocopp. The whole question was rendered
quite moot anyway when the "emergency"
stretched into years. Of more immediate concern
to us was the assurance that we would be
assigned to our own unit and not parceled out to
other units in the regiment. So, on the 81h of
February, Lieutenant Wiest (that had a nice ring
to it) took command of the First Platoon,
Company H, 1641h Infantry. Two days later the
citizen soldiers would be working full-time for
Uncle Sam.
The Jamestown Armory had been a
beehive of activity since alert orders were
received, what with recruit training, familiarization
with new weapons, pre-induction physicals, etc.
Physical exams, conducted by local doctors,
were cursory at best: Any history of asthma or
diabetes in your family?
Any
heart problems in your family?
Any members of your family ever
been admitted to a mental
institution? Then 3 or 4 checks
with a stethoscope and you were
deemed fit for military service .
The dental exam consisted
of a fast look in your mouth - you
needed to have at least six lower
teeth that met somewhere with
six uppers. Any combination of natural or false
teeth would qualify.
Company H was completely reorganized.
In addition to our old faithful Browning caliber .30
water-cooled machine guns, we were now armed
with caliber .50 air-cooled machine guns and 81
mm mortars, all of which required extensive
training and realignment of personnel. It was in
this area where I got my first challenge as a
platoon leader. Among the recruits assigned to
my platoon was a small group of country boys
that continually fouled up - they missed roll calls
or showed up late and often out of uniform . Their
ringleader (and worst offender) was a big
Dutchman by the name of Van Dam. One day I
asked him, "Why did you guys enlist in the
National Guard?"
"To get off the farm," he
replied. I said, "This is not a boy scout troop you
joined, it's the Army, and if you don't change your
attitudes, you are going back to the farm, and
fast". He paused for a second.

And then said, "We don't want to go back to the
farm - there is nothing there".
"Okay" I said.
"I'm going to give you a chance to prove you are
serious about that - I'm going to put all you eight
balls in one squad and you're going to be the
acting Squad Leader."
The reaction from my
Company Commander, Captain Hall, was
immediate and to the point. "Wiest, are you sure
you know what you are doing? I am about to
give that man an undesirable discharge and here
you want to put him in charge of a squad." "No
sir, I'm not sure," I rejoined, "but I would like to
find out." "Okay", said the Captain, "You've got a
week to get some results or out he goes." Van
Dam's goons didn't turn into model infantryman
in one week, but under his prodding, they
buckled down and started soldiering. The most
gratifying result of my experiment was the
transformation of Van Dam himself.
Given a
little responsibility, he took to his job like a duck
to water and before long proved to a capable
leader - I think a stubborn Dutch pride might
have been a factor in his about face.
Finally the day
came when we got our
movement orders. The
1641h Infantry Regiment
would "proceed by rail"
to Camp Claiborne,
Louisiana,
beginning
the 181h of February
1941 .
On that day
Company H answered
a last roll call in the
Jamestown Armory and marched to the railroad
station. As we approached the station, a local
band struck up a march tune and a large crowd
of families, friends, and local citizens burst in to
cheers. It was a moving demonstration of civic
pride that I would never forget.

"Lt. Wiest, are you
sure you know what
you're doing?"
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---Capt Hall

CAMP CLAIBORNE
I was amazed at the sheer size of the
installation. A sea of pyramidal tents jutted up
from the red clay, all in neat rows, uniformity
broken only by a few scattered scrub pines. The
tents were mounted on wooden frames which
were screened on the sides, as were the
buildings that housed the kitchens, mess halls,
and shower rooms. We quickly shook off the
black North Dakota dust and got settled in except
that now we had red dust to contend with, and
worse yet - when it rained the ground turned into
a morass of red mud. The first order of the day
was building duck-walks --for several days a
steady pounding of nails echoed throughout the
regimental area.
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We had about a month to become
acclimated before any formal training was
scheduled, during which time our homes away
from home became quite presentable.
Since our arrival at camp my thoughts
seldom strayed from my dear Arla, the girl I left in
Jamestown.
We had thought seriously of
marriage prior to induction but, after considerable
soul searching, decided to wait, at least until I
could check out the environment around Camp
Claiborne for dependents. We waited no longer
- we decided, come what may, to face the future
·
I together.
With
blessings from Mom
and Dad Newton, we
were married in the
Methodist Church in
Alexandria and set up
housekeeping
in
a
furnished apartment in
the small town of
Bunkie, just a few miles
from camp. We went
to New Orleans for our
honeymoon on a twoday weekend pass.
Uncle Sam owed us
one for that, I thought
at the time - at least
they
could
have
, granted a three-day
pass.
Now,
preparation
for
large
scale
maneuvers took precedence over all other
training, one of the main purposes being to test
the shock action and mobility of armor and to
give the generals and their staffs experience in
wheeling and dealing division and corps-sized
units actually on the ground. Tactical training of
battalions and smaller units was nonexistent umpires would halt action short of direct contact
between opposing troops and consult their
firepower charts to determine who could
advance.
The common soldiers did gain valuable
experience in matters of personal survival such
as fighting mosquitoes and scorpions, chasing
armadillos out of their tents, and just trying to
stay dry. Most men also developed a thorough
distaste for peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.
And the mess sergeants learned an important (?)
lesson in field sanitation when an inspector came
upon a couple of KP's digging a sump for kitchen
waste and admonished them to "dig that hole
deep enough to get all the dirt back in".
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Now, my career as an infantry officer is
temporarily derailed. The War Department had
plans for a new type unit specifically designed to
combat enemy armor and the call went out for
volunteers to man a "Tank Destroyer Battalion" to
be formed and tested at Claiborne. Anti-tank
guns would be mounted on armored vehicles
capable of high speeds and cross-country
mobility. The thought of riding around taking pot
shots at the bad guys appealed to me so I
volunteered, not at all concerned that the bad
guys might shoot back. Our instructor told us
that several prototype carriers would arrive in a
few days and until then we would practice tactical
formations with our vehicles. This training lasted
less than a week when the project came to a
sudden halt. I would never forget (nor would
anyone there at the time) the day that happened
- it was Sunday, December 7, 1941. We had
just taken a break for lunch when a jeep pulled
up at the instructor's tent. Seconds later his
voice came over the loud speaker, "Attention,
attention, all personnel - report back to your
units immediately. The Japs have bombed Pearl
Harbor."
At first there was stunned silence,
then a few chuckles and wise cracks, then the
instructor's voice again louder and clearer.
"Damn it men, get moving. This is not a drill."

This is NOT
a drill ...
The
switchboard
at
regimental
headquarters was jammed with phone calls from
frantic wives - as a result men with families were
released to go home and training was suspended
for the rest of the day. I found Arla with a group
of wives drinking coffee and discussing the
sudden turn of events. The obvious question
was: "What will happen now and when? The
question was answered in a matter of hours. On
December gth, the 164th Infantry was detached
from the 34th Division and designated a separate
regiment, with orders to prepare for immediate
movement to the West Coast, specifically San
Francisco. This was not a knee jerk reaction to
the preceding day's disaster - it was part of an
on-going reorganization of all infantry divisions
from square with four regiments to triangular with
three. In this case, Pearl Harbor s~eeded things
up a bit. Within a week, the 164 h was on the
road to our new station.
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SAN FRANCISCO & SPOKANE
Bob Hall, now a Major and our battalion
Upon arrival in San Francisco we set up Executive Officer, showed him the error of his
camp in a huge complex of stock barns, ways and we ended up with a working
exhibition halls and miscellaneous buildings agreement: You don't tell us how to deploy
called the Cow Palace. Here troops enjoyed the infantry troops - we don't tell you how to drive
luxury of private quarters, at times occupied by airplanes.
A few days later, a confrontation
Hereford bulls, Jersey cows, Clydesdales and the between one of "us" and one of "them" could
like. The stalls were clean though, and we were have blown this uneasy coexistence apart.
out of the weather, so few men complained. We
On the day in question, one of my men
were told this was a temporary arrangement until was assigned to guard a B-17 bomber that had
further orders were received - orders to where just landed. (B-17s made frequent stopovers at
no one had an inkling.
Geiger to rest and refuel. These planes were
The air was thick with rumors though. We equipped with the highly classified Norden bomb
were going to Alaska, Hawaii, the Philippines, sight and, while on the ground, a guard was
New Zealand, and the wildest rumor had us posted around the clock with clear orders to
joining a large force to defend the West Coast allow no one to board the aircraft without a
against invasion.
special yellow pass card, issued by the base
To keep the men busy, units were operations officer). The flight crew had vacated
assigned to guard duty at various army and navy the plane and was walking towards the
facilities in the area, including a couple of coast operations shack when a Major (who in fact was
artillery batteries. Here we got into a minor flap the pilot) did an about face and returned to
right at the start - these guys kept their small retrieve his briefcase.
He was immediately
arms ammunition under lock and key, to be challenged by the guard because he could not
issued only when attack was imminent, and they produce a yellow pass card. Despite heated
insisted we do the same. Our guys kept their remonstrations from the Major, the guard refused
sense of humor though - one of my machine gun to let him pass. The Major took a step towards
squad leaders had a big pile of rocks stacked the plane and declared, "I'm going in there and
The guard was PFC
beside his gun position with a sign that read, "No get my briefcase."
Lindegren, a big Swedish kid, six feet four, well
Smoking within 50 Feet".
Our stay at these palatial surroundings over 200 pounds, who could have physically
came to an abrupt end in late December when restrained the Major easily. Instead, he pulled
the Regiment was given a broad mission of the bolt handle back on his M-1 rifle, chambering
protecting vital installations throughout the a shell, and said, "Sir, you might go into that
northwest against sabotage. Company H was .
stationed at an Army Air Corps installation at
Geiger Field, near Spokane.
I remember the day we de-trained in
Spokane - the sun was shining through a few
scattered clouds and a cool pure breeze was .,_-·~~
blowing, a pleasant contrast to the fog and rain
we left in San Francisco. I gulped in the fresh
air and told myself I'm going to like it here. The
next day there was four inches of snow on the
ground. I didn't change my mind though - it
reminded me of North Dakota.
After a day or two of settling in, we got
down to the business of security at the airfield. airplane but you ain't coming back out."
Fortunately, for all concerned, the Major
The base had a fairly workable plan considering
the limited number of personnel available but backed off, muttering threats of courts martial for
Nothing ever
now about 150 infantrymen are added to the assaulting a superior officer.
manpower pool, which called for some retooling. happened- cooler heads evidently prevailed.
We got into a minor flap with the base Lindegren was given a lecture on tact and
commander (a non-flying ex-artillery major who diplomacy and relieved of further duty guarding
fancied himself a tactician of sorts) over the airplanes. He was a hero to his buddies though,
for standing up to one of those prima donna
disposition of some of my machine guns.
flyboys.
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In early March our sojourn here in the
northwest came to a sudden halt, much to the
relief of everyone, especially those of us
concerned with the morale and combat readiness
of our units. The164th infantry was ordered to
proceed to San Francisco and prepare for
immediate overseas assignment. Once more,
amidst hugs and tears, we said goodbye to our
loved ones. I remember my last words to Arla as
we parted : "Honey, I am coming back." By the
grace of God it was a promise I would keep.
In San Francisco, the regiment boarded
the USS President Coolidge and set sail the 19th
of March, destination New Caledonia via
Melbourne, Australia. The Coolidge was a large
converted luxury liner and the accommodations
aboard were lavish compared to most troop
carriers.
Officers and enlisted men alike
occupied staterooms, some what crowded but
comfortable, and the ship's galleys, augmented
by our cooks, served excellent meals to the
troops. The main dining room was reserved for
officers and the same layout was in place that
served first class tourists in pre-war days: six
man tables, linen table cloths, fancy silverware,
waiters in black tie, and a menu that would make
a gourmet's mouth water. Several times I went
below and ate dinner with the company just to
ease my conscience (and rack up a few
leadership points).
The convoy dropped anchors at the
Marquesas Islands to take on fuel and some of
our officers were
invited to go
ashore.
The
only ones who
made it were the
., ' ( regimental exec
p'(
and a couple of
battalion
commanders
-~" company grade
· - officers were too
low
in
the
pecking order. I
thought I would
give it a try
anyway
so
I
approached the
regimental
adjutant,
who
was
standing
guard at the top
of the Jacob's
ladder, and I told
him I had an
uncle who was a missionary on the island and I'd
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sure like to see him. The Adjutant said, "Nice try,
Lieutenant, but no dice." Then, with a smile on
his face, he added, 'That's a pretty good one
though - best I've heard so far." As we left the
Marquesas an Australian light cruiser and a
destroyer joined the convoy and escorted us the
rest of the way to Melbourne. We arrived on the
gth of April.
After living high off the hog for
twenty one days - pay back time would come.
Here we had to transfer to three small
Dutch coastal freighters to continue our voyage the Coolidge had too much draft for the Noumea
harbor. It took about ten days to complete the
switch, which allowed plenty of time for the guys
to shake off their sea legs and sample the
Melbourne night life.
The female population
especially welcomed the sudden invasion of
American soldiers - most of their men were off
fighting in New Guinea or North Africa. The pubs
and dance halls ran at full capacity every night
and the women out numbered the men at least
five to one. When our little convoy pulled out of
Melbourne, fifteen or so enlisted men from the
regiment missed their boat and were carried on
unit morning report as deserters.
They all
eventually caught up with their units on New
Caledonia, voluntarily. A benevolent regimental
commander reduced their charges to AWOL, a
much less serious offense than desertion.
On our first day at sea an incident
occurred that could have developed into serious
trouble, had it not been nipped in the bud before
it got out of hand.
In Melbourne about ten or
twelve cases of liquor were loaded in the hold,
consigned to a hotel in Noumea, and the ship's
captain expressed concern over the safety of this
cargo with so many troops aboard. Not to worry,
our troop commander told him - we'll put a guard
on it. That was like the proverbial fox guarding
the hen house. The booze started disappearing
and didn't stop until late in the evening when one
of our officers was sent to check out excessive
laughter and singing coming form the troop
quarters. Fortunately, the guys went through
only half a case of the stuff, not enough to cause
an international incident.
NEW CALEDONIA
The regiment was assigned the mission of
organizing a defense of the Tontouta Airport,
about thirty miles from Noumea. After a day of
issuing equipment, we were shuttled to our
assigned areas near the airfield where we set up
tent camps. I will never forget the first night hordes of fierce mosquitoes descended on us
and we were defenseless - the mosquito bars
were still in a depot somewhere on the island.
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During the next week or so of settling in
we found to our utter distaste, that the daily meat
ration was mutton.
Why no beef I didn't
understand - on the trip from Noumea I saw
herds of fat cattle grazing in the fields, yet we
were deluged with mutton.
Our battalion was assigned to an area on
the ocean side of the airfield with the mission to
defend against amphibious landings.
The battalion sector included a 1200 yard
stretch of sandy beach broken up by several
promontories from 100 to 200 yards apart. The
plan (which was approved by the Battalion
Commander) established strong points on the
beach, between promontories, where automatic
weapons could deliver interlocking bands of
grazing fire. It was the only feasible plan that had
a chance for success against an assault from the
sea - it was until the Regimental Exec, one
Lieutenant Colonel McDonald, got into the act.
This guy was hard-nosed and opinionated,
forever intimidating both officers and enlisted
men for the slightest reasons.
He wanted to
command a battalion but he was the ranking Lt
Col in the regiment and fell heir to the Exec slot,
a fact that rankled him considerably.
His
antagonistic nature earned him the nickname
"Bulldog" throughout the regiment.
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So now comes the Bulldog to inspect the
Bn defense lines. The battalion operations
officer and I, along with a couple of rifle company
officers, were squiring him around when he
pointed to a couple of the promontories and
asked, "Wiest, how many machine guns are on
those points?" "None sir," I replied, "They are all
on final protective lines on the beach." "Hell,"
growled the Colonel, "Get some guns up there you can look down their throats and knock them
off before they get to the beach."
Well you didn't argue with Bulldog
McDonald so I kept my mouth shut. Our Battalion
Commander wasn't about to buck him either - he
was a Major in a Lieutenant Colonel slot and
wasn't going to jeopardize his chance for a
promotion . So we moved four of my guns up on
the knobs and let it go at that.
About a week later an inspection team
from Division, headed by the Division Operations
Officer, paid us a visit. The head guy noted the
gun positions out on the knobs and asked the H
Company Commander, Lieutenant Pierce, if he
thought those guns were in a tactically sound
location. Pierce replied, "Sir, I think they could
be used to a better advantage down on the
beach." "Why are they up there then?", came the
next question. "Regiment ordered us to put them
there", replied Pierce. A few days later our
Battalion Commander told Pierce the Division
inspection team gigged us on those guns and to
get them back on the beach. We never knew for
sure what happened but one of the liaison
officers in regimental HQ dropped a broad hint
that the CO, Colonel Sarles, might have engaged
in a little conniving with Division to avoid a nasty
scene with the ill-tempered Bulldog.
In another part of the battalion sector a
cattle ranch occupied a large grassy spit
extending out towards the ocean. It was ringed
by hills with no access whatsoever from the land
side - the sole access was by water. Regiment
gave some thought to establishing a strong point
there, but only if it was feasible to cut a road
down from the interior; so a Lieutenant from G
Company and I were given the mission of
checking this out. It took us two days, with
extensive pick and shovel work by our pioneer
platoon, just to get a jeep to the crest of the hills
- and the slopes leading down to the ranch
looked even more formidable.
By now we
agreed a major effort with bulldozers would be
necessary to cut a usable road through those
hills and our recommendation would be against
it. At this point, if we had turned around and
gone home, I would not be recording this
anecdote.
2nd
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Memoires: "Before the War" by Col (ret) Albert Wiest
Instead, we decided, as long as we came
this far, to snake our way down to the ranch and
pay the Frenchman a visit. It was (as noted later
in a written reprimand) an "error in judgment".
As we approached the fields where the livestock
were grazing , cattle and horses alike stampeded
in all directions, in some places crashing through
fencing. Apparently they had never seen a motor
vehicle before and were terrified by this strange
looking "creature" bearing down on them. We
hoped to be cordially greeted by the owner and
perhaps even complimented for driving a vehicle
over those forbidding hills. Instead, we were hit
by a barrage of invective in both French and
fractured English. This ill-advised caper cost us
a written reprimand in our files and a verbal
chewing out by the master himself, Bulldog
McDonald. He dismissed us with the remark, "If
it were up to me , I'd have you two (expletives
deleted) court-martialed."
Now, back to our steady diet of Australian
mutton. Some units were supplementing their
meat ration with beef from the Frenchmen's
herds - hunters would go out at night and knock
off a fat steer, skin it and bury the hide and head,
then bring it in and cut it up before dawn. The
Frenchies knew this filching was going on and
every evening at dusk they posted one of their
Javanese workers near unit kitchens hoping to
nab the culprits red-handed.
It was comical
though - the guy was armed with a hoe and
spent the whole night grubbing weeds around the
trees near the kitchen tent. This didn't deter the
more enterprising hunters - they just boned out
the meat and brought it in piecemeal.
Eventually, we started getting beef in our regular
rations and the cattle rustling tapered off.
Early in August we started getting news
releases of a US Marine landing on an obscure
island called Guadalcanal, somewhere in the
Solomon Islands.
Most of us showed little
concern over the news - it was strictly a Navy
operation and nothing for us to fret about.

Marine casualties soon started to arrive at
field hospitals on the island and some of the
walking wounded officers visited the regiment to
familiarize our guys with jungle tactics and the
nature of the enemy they were facing. Even so,
there were no forebodings that we would become
involved in their fight - in fact it was rumored that
the 1641h would begin special training to
spearhead an attack by the America! Division in
an entirely different area.
In September, some significant changes in
officer assignments occurred in the regiment.
Col Sarles reached mandatory retirement age
and was replaced by Col Bryant Moore, a West
Pointer (the West Point Protective Association
takes care of its own). The Bulldog was also
sent packing because of his age, which was
heartily endorsed by most officers in the
regiment. Samuel Baglien would be the XO until
after the battles at Guadalcanal when he would
be sent home because of age. My old Company
Commander and benefactor, Bob Hall, was
promoted to Lt Col and took command of the 3d
Battalion - and my career was boosted when he
had me transferred from H Company to assume
command of his heavy weapons company, M
Company.
As a junior First Lieutenant, I
considered myself fortunate to be serving again
under one of the ablest commanders in the
regiment.
On 7 October 1942, about 7:00 PM, the
1641h was alerted with orders to prepare for
immediate movement to Noumea and shipment
to an unnamed destination. Where was I when
this bomb was dropped? I, and three other guys,
were out in the boondocks deer hunting. We had
two deer in the back of the % ton truck and were
contemplating going after another when my jeep
driver caught up with us. It was almost midnight
by the time we got back to camp (an air corps
outfit took the deer off our hands) and found the
whole battalion lit up by bonfires from units
burning mess tables , benches, and other nonessentials. I was relieved to see my executive
officer, Lt Wood , had the situation well in hand Company M was keeping pace with the rest of
the battalion. On the rush back to the camp I kept
thinking, "What a hell of a time to be away from
my company - and deer hunting yet."
Late in the afternoon on 9 October, the
1641h Infantry embarked aboard two troop
transports , the USS Zeilin and USS Mccawley
and departed the Noumea harbor.
Our destination: Guadalcanal , Solomon Island.
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Awards Tell a Story, Too.
By Sgt. Maj. (ret) Paul H. Longaberger, Headquarters, 2'" 1 Battalion.
As time marches on for all of us, I regret that I find myself using my remainder with
too little "gusto". I'm so aware of it, but proceed to do very little about it. I did find
myself doing a little re-reading of my war experiences, such as pouring through
some of the many 1641h Newsletters I have. In doing so, I completely missed a
request you made in the July 2008 issue, by saying "Awards tell a story, too." It
was perfectly placed in a box, and on the front page. Nearly three years later, I will
comply with your askance.
It is a commendation which I received for some of my service on the Philippine Islands in 1945.
I had many experiences from the
'Canal, Bougainville, a half
dozen islands in the Philippines,
and then on to my final "go
around" in the "Jap Land". Of all
Aiv1ERIC AL DIVISION
of my many encounters in my 31/2 years, the incident General
Arnold has recalled was very
vividly engrained in me. It was a
"touch & go" encounter that one
doesn't face real often in normal
FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICES
life. Looking back at it is not a
"Happy Days" feeling.
I know I cannot expect to
attend any more of our reunions,
and I have really missed those
days. My health is not the worst,
Technical S~~g-f e.n-o: .·.. ·YJ;Ii ~~G~RGER, 3'.i412038,
Ini'ant rfi-' lhi ted/ Sttl.tesl'rniy{'';
:~ll[er_ia, ;oriou~ ) ~ervice
for near 90 years--in mid-March,
I received a new pacemaker, so
might make it another 10 years.
~ -,~_~:;,
;}/
But I now find myself actually
being fearful of staying four or
five days away from the comforts
of home with my wife and
children . The wife and I feel
f'!-onted ,.h ~ ~~'*-'rdQUS ·cond,i tions .'.an <_a 'f\ >rwa;rl;::~.q~nd
quite fortunate in having our two
post . "itl;,;ta)f:rti oh ti{ hils _regula\r ia:µti es . \@ ti#ii~d e.
remaining children (53 and 62)
living within two blocks of the old
d),~.. '. wJ :
homestead which we established
t:,;ried~caL:~r~
~ 1_omt:gpµl<}J;>_e,) ~ J_fil.~J~8.
rk at
in the late '40's. Air travel is
,<~st
almost impossible for younger
. -),5. bl;e time i .>''}~i:I. _ . , LONGABERGRR' s
·,,,s.a.. a• c oti.:-//1!'/ff:!llz.
folks anymore, let alone facing
;~-.r.}{/;' //~1,$/..~'1}:/
tributing, factor ·i~. Athe, suc9,es~ of
era vi on. , ;i/it"/f':/J ,;
the travails of being old and
., _-;, ,1Ai0;::-; ,
unsure. I really await for the
I tak:ef ,great pleasure in personally notin_g the exarrival of each edition of the
cellent character of your wo.rk and the undisputed beneNews. Thank you and the other
fits derived e.s a direct result.
Association Officers who spend
so much time, and work, to get
this all done. Please remember
me to any of my old "buddies"
who are still able to attend ..

COMMENDA 10N

/~;;(~?!1)f,;

.

::f:e.i;ttiz;~~~f"::t.:~f~l:i~i~;,;FO
l ;!:~Q

,. .,~t.•~.~,i;i:~·;:f.)~~~;t"Z{l!Jil&~'~' ,n
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Paul H. Longaberger,
507 Caroline Ave, Williamstown,
WV 26187-1417
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The Turning Point

by Col (ret) Richard "Steve" Stevens, Co M

Look back over the course of your life and inevitably you will find it.
Something which at the time seemed perfectly ordinary. But which when
you think about it now --- with all of your powers of hindsight ---you realize
entirely altered that course forever. From that moment on.
My own such moment explains how in the world I was ever --- in
early March 1942 --- to have become a member of North Dakota's 164th
Infantry Regiment in the first place. Where the upward path began for
the rest of my life.
My moment? A mere two minute --- innocent,
impromptu --- ride on a teenaged girl's bicycle. A girl whom I
had never met before, nor would ever meet again. I never
even knew her name. And certainly couldn't describe
t
anything about her to you now. Yet the entire rest of my
life was never to be the same again as a result of that brief encounter.
The week of my sixteenth birthday, in 1939, I was enlisted into the Kansas
National Guard Infantry in my small hometown (population 12,000) of Lawrence,
Kansas. Ammo carrier, machine gun squad, heavy weapons company. I was a
high school junior, a town boy who also threw a newspaper route thirteen times a
week. Many of my fellow soldiers lived on farms. Countless North Dakota boys had
similar stories at the same time. These were depression years. A dollar a weekly
drill was good money.
In 1940, President Franklin Roosevelt spearheaded a
project which mobilized every National Guard Infantry
Division for one year of active duty training. The Standing Regular Army at
that time was pitifully small (125,000). The US involvement into the European
war seemed inevitable; the National Guard needed to be readied. New
training camps were hastily built across the South. Each was to be occupied
by it's assigned division as soon as possible.
The North Dakota 164th Infantry was a part of the 34th Infantry
Division --- Camp Claiborne, Louisiana. The Kansas 137th Infantry belonged
to the 35th Infantry Division --- Camp Robinson, Arkansas.
In late Summer/early Fall of 1941, both Divisions participated in the
Louisiana maneuvers --- finishing school. Which bold
maneuvering by Regular Army General George Patton
won hands down. A "Preview of Coming Attractions."
The 137th was on the losing side. The 164th?
And then came Pearl Harbor.
In October 1941, the President had extended 1
the National Guard's training period for six additional months. It remained in
its training camps. From which our badly shaken leaders now dispatched a
goodly number --- including the 34th and the 35th --- to the defense of the
West Coast. Much of the available rolling stock of America's railroads, and
most of it's rail lines were pressed into military service in December 1941.
The Cow Palace livestock pavilion in South San Francisco was the most
popular West Coast staging area. Both the 137th and the 164th slept briefly
among its' many thousands of massed cots. I and two of my buddies enjoyed
some privacy --- a hog pen freshly covered with straw.
And now it's time to bring this story back to what came to be the
Turning Point to my future life.
Company M, 137th Infantry was dispatched to Marysville, California,
where we took over the small one-story community activities building. Two
rivers converged near Marysville --- the Feather and the Yuba. Two major
railroads crossed over the rivers' flood plain on a network of wooden railway
trestles. The rich farmland beneath the trestles was truck farmed by
Japanese farmers.
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The Turning Point by "Steve" Stevens
Our sentries walked the trestles with loaded weapons, only partly
convinced that these peaceful farm families presented a "clear and present
danger." More than once I bought chewing gum for cute little Japanese
children at a small grocery store beneath a trestle.
I was eighteen then, a machine gun squad leader. Earlier in 1941,
back at Camp Robinson, I had been one of two members of M/137 chosen
to attend the 35th Division Machine Gun School. The two of us came back
and passed our training on to the rest of the company ---from the review
of fundamentals to preliminary marksmanship to firing for qualification
on the live firing range. Every member of the two machine gun
platoons "qualified". There were no failures.
I also was given to occasional
foolishness. Thus it was that, on a warm January
afternoon, when our company commander had
restricted our entire company from leaving the building --that
a good buddy and I were standing just inside the sidewalk level of
the large double door entrance to the building. Taking the air. When these
two teenaged girls came riding along the sidewalk, each on a small girls'
model bicycle. We, of course, engaged them in conversation. And I
decided to show off --- ride one of the bikes down the sidewalk to the
corner (about 50 feet) and back. And, as I was turning around, the
company commander was driven by in his jeep.
Sure, I peddled back quick time, surrendered the bike, and dived
back inside the building (my buddy had never left the entrance). But it
was too late. Soon the company was assembled and a Company Order
was read out. I was reduced to the grade of Recruit. Pfc Claude Hupp became
a Corporal in my place.
The following morning at 0400 I was on KP. 2nd Cook Pete Thummel, formerly a member of
my squad, sheepishly directed my activities. I was no longer a Corporal of the Guard. Instead, I was
walking those long, cold, lonely railroad trestles all alone with a loaded rifle. While I walked, I tried to
memorize the names of all of those obscure railroad lines identified on the sides of passing boxcars.
··>', ~
The next four weeks were to become the bottom trough of what would eventually
-2·. :"~~...,;;, become thirty-five years_ of active Army service. Monthly payday? No longer $54, but
- ··
$21. Less $6.50 for insurance, $3.50 for laundry, and a $10 allotment to my
grandmother. Salute sharply, sign the pay sheet, pick up the dollar-fifty, about face, walk
sharply away ....
And then, quite suddenly, it all turned around for me. When M/137 was levied to
send sixteen enlisted men to the corresponding Company M, 164th Infantry, then in a motley tent city
in Fort Ord's East Garrison, getting ready to go overseas. Four talented NCO's were chosen, among
M/137s' best. One ---Platoon Sergeant Chester Foster was immediately promoted to be First
Sergeant of M/164. A second --- Staff Sergeant Frank Donham --- successfully completed that miniOCS on New Caledonia and became a 2nd Lieutenant in another of the 164ths' companies before
we went to Guadalcanal. A third --- Corporal Johnnie Kasberger --- later became the long-time First
Sgt of M/164. Post WW2, Captain John Tuff always referred to Kasberger as "MY First Sergeant".
By contrast, we twelve Privates were the ones whom M/137 most wanted to get rid of. Early on
New Caledonia, M/164 was levied to provide one Private to the newly formed America! Division Peep
Troops. (Later the "peep" came to be called the "jeep"). First Sergeant Foster choose Private Jack
Gibler, a young former Lawrence, Kansas, "W f
h
f
delinquent. Later, on Bougainville, Jack was
e ew, we appy ew,
killed under circumstances for which he was
we band of brothers. For he
post~umously awarded the Disti~guished
today that sheds his blood
Service Cr_oss. Two ?thers. of our infamous
with me shall be my brother "
twelve, Privates Louis Knight and Albert
·
Collins were killed in action while members of
---Shakespeare, Henry V.
M/164.

<
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But this is my story. And immediately after I was assigned to, M/164
my Corporal's stripes were returned on recommendation of Sergeants Foster
and Donham. The rest of my life had begun. And I was still only eighteen
years old.
What a privilege my new assignment was for me. While the 164th --on Guadalcanal --- became the first US Army unit to take offensive action in
either Theater of Operations against a WW2 enemy, the 137th guarded
defense facilities in Southern California. And visited the Hollywood Stage
Door Canteen. (And landed on Omaha Beach on 0+2).
I matured in three Pacific years with M/164. I didn't attain a lofty
grade (Staff Sergeant), that's true. But, thus seasoned, here's a sampling of what I was able to
accomplish in the next five career-crowded years:
1945--Reenlisted in the Regular Army.
1946--First Sergeant, MP Company, Berlin, Germany.
Later in 1946--Direct commission, 2nd Lt, AUS .
1948--won commission as Lieutenant , Regular Army in Army-wide competition.
1949--Gunnery officer, AntiAircraft Artillery, on loan from the Infantry. We actually fired
120MM guns at targets over the Fort Bliss desert.
As the years went by in a thirty-five year Army
career, I boot-strapped a bachelor's degree. And the
Army sent me off for Masters and PhD degrees. There
were good assignments in Korea and Vietnam combat years. And regular promotions. I married the
best of all Army wives, our two children are forever Army Brats.
But NONE of that would ever have occurred had not a teenaged girl decided to take a bicycle
ride one sunny January 1942 afternoon in Marysville, California.
And now it's time for you to take a look back into your own life. What was your Turning Point?

Still biking after all these years .....
Since my beloved wife, Betty, died in
early 2000, I've become addicted to the
group trips of the Elderhostel/Road Scholar
Program, which cater to persons fifty and
older. My seventy choices so far have
included a wide variety, but I've tended to
fancy the bicycle and hiking experiences.
I've gone on 20 biking trips and 15
hikes, which have taken me widely all over
the United States, Canada, and Western
Europe--but never yet back to Marysville,
California.
If you haven't already, try the
Road Scholar (current name) Program.
You'll find a whole host of new friends, the
most collegial traveling companions you
could ever hope to meet. Maybe we'll meet
up.

Richard R. 'Steve" Stevens,
2400 Stannye Ct, Louisville, KY 40222

Stevethetraveler8@gmail.com
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Jack Oglesby, Reconn Platoon

NORTHERN SOLOMONS 1943 1944

By Doug Burtell, Reconn Platoon

1 - -;.;:::::.,:;;.,..;..:;,.....;____;,:l,.___

.l..--_ _ ___..___ _ _ ____---:11,

Jack Lowell Ogelsby (left) phoned Doug Burtell (right) to let
Doug know that he ' d be playing guitar for Ken Curtis' band at
the Red River Valley Fair, 1973.

In the 154th Reconnaissance Platoon , we got a
replacement kid on Fiji by the name of Jack
Oglesby. When we were on Bougainville and the
battle for Hill 260 was going on, they asked for
volunteers to carry flame throwers to burn the
banyan tree that both sides wanted for the tactical
view. Jack Oglesby volunteered. He was wounded
on the leg, so that ended his days in Reconn. After
the war, I got a call from Oglesby when I was living
in Fargo in 1973. He said he was going to be at the
Red River Valley Fair with Ken Curtis, who played
Festus on the "Gunsmoke" series. They had
several other entertainers with them. Jack played
guitar with Curtis's band, the Dodge City Four.

~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....,, C-J)&iFs

From: National Archives (NARA AAD)
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394 14637

NAME

OGLESBY# JACK# L

Co I
Ce I
Oo I

RESID ENCE: STATE

CALI FORN I A

Bq Co
Bq OD h' la

PLACE OF ENLISTM ENT

SACRAM ENTO

Co lt
Col

DATE OF ENLISTM ENT

20 Apri l 1943

YE AR OF BIRTH

1924

I

eo r

Ce~

Col
Co O ·

, At left, what was left
of the Million Dollar
Banyan Tree on Hill
260 on the isle of
Bougainville. Both
sides wrestled for
the view this tree
provided . Getting rid
of it would solve th at
problem, so the
flamethrowers were
sent in. It still wasn 't
an easy task,
,. requiring multiple
..Jti attempts, and
. . casualties occurred
·in the process.
~

From: Social Security Death Index

Jack Lowell Oglesby
First Name:
Middle Name:
Last Name:
Birth Date:
Death Date:
Age:
Last Known
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Jack
Lowell
Oglesby
Sep 19, 1924
Apr 18, 2009
84
Temecula, CA
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Profile of Ken Curtis
There's more to "Festus" than meets the eye
Ken Curtis was born Curtis Wain Gates, son of a county sheriff in southeast
Colorado, just a few miles across the border from Dodge City. He played the
saxophone and quarterback for his high school football team.
He was a singer before moving into acting and this will surprise you -- he
replaced Frank Sinatra as vocalist for the Tommy Dorsey Band. Dorsey didn't
like the name Curtis Gates and had him change it to Ken Curtis. He was
with the Dorsey band in 1941, prior to Sinatra's departure, and may
have served as insurance against Sinatra's likely defection. In 1942,
Dick Haymes contractually replaced Sinatra, which coincides with
the time that Curtis Gates/Ken Curtis entered the Army.
This will surprise you, too - he wasn't drafted. He enlisted!
This is confirmed by the first number "1" of his service number.
According to internet sources, he served in the Pacific, in infantry
and anti-aircraft units, and was discharged in 1945.
After the war, he was invited to sing on the Jo Stafford
Radio Show. Jo had also been a singer with the Tommy
Dorsey band. He sang the tune "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" on
Stafford's show. The song, an immediate hit, launched his
career as a cowboy actor/singer. He sang
with the Shep Fields orchestra and performed
with the popular Sons of the Pioneers from
1949 to 1953
Columbia Pictures cast him as a
singing cowboy in several pictures. Curtis then
teamed with director John Ford and actor John
Wayne in Rio Grande, The Quiet Man, The
Wings of Eagles, The Searchers, The Horse
Soldiers, The Alamo and How The West Was
Won. Curtis also had a part in the Navy classic
Mister Roberts, Ken's ability to land such roles was Jo Stafford, a popular
era vocalist.
probably due in part to his 1952 marriage to Ford's WWII
She passed away in
daughter, Barbara.
2008 at the age of 90.
He appeared in television bit parts on quite
a few shows, then won the role of Gunsmoke
deputy sheriff Festus Haggen in 1964. Although he was cast to fill the void left by the
departing actor Dennis Weaver, Curtis' character proved extremely popular. As a result, he
remained with the show for more than 10 years, until its cancellation in 1975.
After Gunsmoke wrapped, Ken Curtis continued his association with Festus and
took him on the road with "The Dodge City Four." The group played fairs and rodeos
across the country from 1974 to 1978. "I'm reading a lot of scripts these days," he said at
the time. "With all these deals and commitments it gets complicated. I have commitments
to play Festus at all these fairs, so the problem is shaving for parts." Writes one of his
musicians: Ken would do this sort of patriotic little monologue he had and how he wanted James Arness served
to thank all of these wonderful folks who watched Gunsmoke all these years. Then he in the 3rd Inf Div, earnwould say [in Festus-ese] 'And I know I ain't too bright, but I'm smart enough to know this. ing a Bronze Star for
hand grenading a Nazi
lfn it weren't fer Gunsmoke, neither one of us would have been here tonight!!!'
In 1983-84, Ken appeared in another western, The Yellow Rose, with Cybill machinegun nest. His
limp caused by bullet
Shepherd and Sam Elliott.
fra ments in his le
He retired to Fresno, where he died
From: National Archives (NARA AAD)
in his sleep in 1991 at age 74. His ashes
ARMY SERIAL NUMBER
19099669
were spread over the Colorado flats.
NAME

GATES, CURTIS W

RESIDENCE STATE

COLORADO

PLACE OF ENLISTMENT

LOS ANGELES CA

DATE OF ENLISTMENT

23 June 1942

YEAR OF BIRTH

1916
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Editor: Wow! To find that he left a new
posting as a Big Band vocalist to serve his
country! That, my friends, is a patriot!
This story was compiled from several internet sources,
including Wikipedia, Internet Movie Database (imdb.com),
Gunsmoke.com, tvland.com, youtube.com ,
b-westerns.com, jamesarness.com , bobnolan-sop.net, and
posting by Michael Breid at eviltwin.velvetsofa.com/Curtis/dodge
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Eric J McElroy, Co E

Does anyone remember my Dad?
Eric Jackson McElroy PFC, Co E 164th Infantry (1915-1975)
Dad's discharge papers indicate he enlisted on 25th September
1941. He arrived in the Pacific Theater on 20th April 1942 and departed
the Pacific Theater on 20th August 1944 and then Honorably
Discharged on 9th December 1944 due to injuries.
The injuries occurred on 21st May 1942 in New Caledonia ... his
medical records state that he dove into a river/creek and fractured his
5th vertebrae. It was also noted that he was on duty at the time. He was
evacuated on the USS President Grant and arrived at the 118th General
Hospital in Sydney, Australia, on August 21st 1942.
In May 1943 he was shipped back to his unit, which would at that
In Sydney, Australia time, had been stationed in Fiji following the Guadalcanal campaign.
From there he moved on to the Northern Solomon's campaign and was in Bougainville until he
was evacuated by air on 16th May 1944.
At some point Dad was hospitalised in Miami at the commandeered
National Hotel.
Eric passed away on the 9th September 1975 at the VA Hospital in
Nashville, aged 60 years. He is interred at Chapel Hill Churchyard, Paris.TN.
I would be delighted to hear from anyone who remembers my Dad.
William McElroy
Email: seanook1@yahoo.com
59 Walton Way Currarong, New South Wales, Australia 2540

Photo above: Eric and
his brother 1941
Below: Bill McElroy at
his father's gravesite.
~

3 6160005 ~

164th Inf

Death Noticesj-~.1-(
Eric J. McElroy
'f 5
Eric J . McElroy, 61, retired painter, of 815 Depot St.
died at the Veterans Hospital in Nashville al 11 a.m.
Tuesday .
The funeral will be held Thursday al 3:30 p.m. at
McEvoy FWleral home with burial in Oiapel Hill
Cemetery.
A velt!ran of World War II, McElroy was a natlve Henry
Countian, born Jwie 6, 1914, a son of the lat.e J. W. and
Effie Dowdy McElroy.
He is survived by two sisters, Mrs. Gladys Foust of
Dittmer, Mo., and Mrs. Edna Etegman of Muskegon,
Mich., and two brothers, Henry H. McElruy and 0-. 0.
McElroy, both of Paris.
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Copies of these and other historic issues are available for suggested donation to the Association
of $2 per copy to pay for mailini? & printing costs or $1 if no mailing is required. Send your
re uest & donation to The 164t Infant News, P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Softcover Reprint

Full color
Cloth Patch
3"x3.5"
$6+.50 mailing

Citizens as
Soldiers
By Cooper & Smith

History of the ND
National Guard
$15+$3.50 mailing

= $18.50

= $6.50

= $4.00

These 3 items (Citizens, patch, crest) are funded by your Editor & are provided basically
"at cost" plus shipping. No discounts. PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502

"THEY WERE
READY"
At member price of
$10, you can afford to
give the history of this
magnificent unit to all
your relatives!
Nonmember price
$15+$3.17media mail

Send checks to
164 Infantry Book
PO Box 1111
Bismarck, ND
58502-1111
The J641" Infantry News, October 2011

Full color
Metal Crest
Standard Lapel Size
$3+$1 mailing

It's
Done!
What could
be better than a
gift ofyour history??
At $10 a book, it's the best bargain you can
buy for everyone on your list.

164th Infantry Book
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502
Editor 164thlnfantryN ews@hotmail.com
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164th Infantry Association of the United States of America
Minutes: Annual Meeting, Saturday, 18 Sep 11, Valley City, ND
164th Infantry Association
2011 Reunion Business meeting

Prior to the meeting the 18th sang several songs along with the
National Anthem.
The 2011 Business Meeting was called to order by President Wagner.
He introduced Valley City Mayor Bob Werkhoven. The Mayor
welcomed the 164th to Valley City.
President Wagner thanked the cooks and kitchen staff for another great
breakfast.
President Wagner called the meeting to order. Officers present were
President Wagner, Vice President Dave Lokken, and Sec/Treas Pat
Drong
The Opening Prayer was given by Tom Vagle
The Pledge of Allegiance was said.
The Committees were named. The Nominating Committee
recommended that the current Officers remain for another year. Owen
Wallace made a motion to keep the same officers with a second by Jim
Fenelon. Carried.
Time and Place Committee met and decided that the 2012 Reunion be
held in Valley City again. September 14-16, 2012 has been set as the
date. Carried.
The Treasurers Report was approved by the Audit Committee and the
report was given by Frank Dahl. Jim Kieley made a motion to accept
the report with a second by Sandy Sanderson. Carried.
Old Business: None
New Business: Jim Verwey had ND Guardian Magazines that he gave
away to the members. There is an article on President Wagner in it.
Jim K asked about getting 164th Patches and Distinctive Unit Insignia
(metal crest). Editor Shirley will look into this. She has a few sources
to check with. She will put the results in the Newsletter. [See Page 51]
Jim Verwey spoke on getting Permits for the ND Handicap Deer Hunt.
As there was no further business, Frank Dahl made a motion to adjourn
with a second by Jim Kieley.
Res~ectfully Submitted, Patricia L. Drong,

164 Infantry Association Secretary/Treasurer
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164TH INFANTRY

ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FROM SEPTEMBER 2010
THRU AUGUST 2011

36 368.07

I CERTIFY THAT THIS REPORT IS TRUE
AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY
KNOWLEDGE FOR THE PERIOD ENDING
31 AUGUST 2011

PATRICIA L. DRONG
SECRETARY/TREASURER

$164 Winners!!
Margaret Kennedy*
Frank Votava, Co C
Donna Hoff*
(Donna donated $64 to the 164 Assoc
and $100 to the WWII Nat'I Museum)

The 1641h Infantry News, October 2011

Roster of 2011 Reunion Attendees
MEMBER
SPOUSE/GUEST
UNIT
Anundson, Arlie* (New Member / Son of Victor)
Co G*
Boyum, Donald*
!Wife Carmelita
Co H*
Burkhart, Karl
Co G (K)
Laila Burns-Hedstrom* RgtHqs(WWII)*
Burns Family*
Dau Kathryn Braaten*
Castagneto, Joseph
CoA(WWII)
Conlon Daughters*
Beverly Wellentin*
Co B*
Marv Lizakowski*
Co G (K)
Dahl, Erling
!Jean
IJoyce,Lois Riedman Co G (K)
Dahl, Francis
Connie Riedman
Jim (photographer) Cont Planner*
Drong, Pat*
Dian Zeeman (driver) CoA(WWII)
Ferk, Dennis
Joe Rosko (driver)
Svc Co (WWII)
Fenelon, Jim
Co G (WWIIHK)
June
Grant, Peter
RgtHqs(WWII)
Greuel, Elroy
Griffin, Warren "Tony" Dau Chervl
CoG
Co L (Kl
Hammargren, Filmore !Agnes Manthey
Co B*
Hanson, Melvin* New Member Brother of Bill
Caryn Schacher
Exhibitor
Heinz, Greg*
Co G (K)
Hesch,Duane
Former Sec/Treas
Kemp, Ben
Co GA
Kieley, JimA
Marv
Kramer Family*
Gene* (son) & Linda CoG*
Kathleen Marushka*

Lokken, Dave
Morrison, James
Oehlke, Ralph
Olgeirson, Shirley J.*
Olson, Dorothv*
Pedersen, Gerald
Prindiville, Dennis
Rivinius, Walter
Sanderson, Gerald
Schuldt, Al*
Skogley, Gerald
Stensgard, Orlyn
Tucker Family*

Tvenstrup, Bob
Urness, Reginald
Vagle, Tom
Ventsch, Warren*
Verwey, Jim*
Wagner, Bernard
Wallace, Owen
Wiest, Al

Winkler, Marv Ann*

Mildred
Pearl
Linda (dau)
Beth
Brother Pat
Gayle Grafsgaard
Mary Ann Lippert
Leila Lehman

Mary Drain (dau)
h"ony Drain
Rosemary Bang + sons
Nikki Russell (niece)
Lavaun
Roselynn
Diana
Brenda
Becky
Mary

Co G (K)
H3
Band,AntiTank
Editor
Co G (K)*
Co G (K)
Col
Co F (WWII)
Medics (WWII)
Exhibitor
HHC (K)
Co B (K)
Co M*

Co
H2
Co
Co

G (K)
(K)
G (K)
A*
23'" Div Vietnam
Co G (WWll)(K)
Co G (K)
Mary Simpkins* (dau) Co H, M (WWII)
Frank Simpkins
Richard Wiest* (son}
Co G (K)*

NEW Members
NEW WWII Members
Howard 0. Sheldon, WWII Co L, Wichita, KS
NEW KOREAN WAR Members
Thomas LaBerge (LM) (K) Co C, Staunton, VA
NEW ASSOCIATE Life Members*(identified by*)
Ron Biberdorf (LM)*, Mandan, ND [Nephew of Willard Swift WWII]
Mark McGarvey (LM)*, Hettinger, ND
Judith Pereira (LM}*, San Pablo, CA [niece Albert Osmon WWII]
James R Voges (LM)*, Yreka, CA [nephew Marvin Quamme WWII, KIA]
Ruth Anna Weber (LM)*, N Hollywood, CA [widow of Lloyd, LRC Jul 11]
Kevin H Wilson (LM)*, Fargo, ND [Stepson of David Stewart WWII, Co K]
New ASSOCIATE Members*(identified by*)
Arlie Anundson*, Valley City, ND [son of Victor Anundson, Co G]
Carol Ann Creelman*, Big Fork, MT [relative of Hubert Wagner, Co G]
Beverly A Dennis*. Omaha, NE [niece of Carl Vettel, Co A]
Kate Dodge*, Phoenix, AZ
Amy Fedje*, Mountain, ND [wife of Joel Fedje, Co E]
Melvin Hanson*, Columbus, GA [brother of Wm C "Bill" Hanson, Co B]
Jody Johnson*, Valley City, ND [daughter of Math Schwab]
Mary Konosky*, Bedford, TX [daughter of John LaPorte, Reg't Hqs]
J.R. Whalen*, Spearfish, SD [former ND Legislator involved in funding "Citizens as Soldiers"]
SNOWBIRDS & movers
We received many "Temporarily Away" and "Change of Address" and "Undeliverable" notices for the past 2 issues.
Can't find you if you haven't told us where you are. Please keep us in mind when you change locations.
If you would let your editor know your 2"d address and the months you reside there, your News will follow you.
If you did not receive the March (Occupation) or July (Korea) issues, let your editor know.
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2011

Me1norial Service

Held during Reunion Banquet
Last Roll Call Listine from Seotember 2010 thru Seotember 20II

John C Adams (WlVI..0, Co B, 12Jul 69
!! Emest F. Aufiero (WlVI..0 Co D, 8 Apr 10
Donnan A. Belden (WlVI..0 Co K, 1999
!!John A. Benzinger (K) Co G, 15Apr 11
Roy D. Brown (WlVI..0 Co ?, 26 Oct 10
Earl Curtis Buck (WlVI..0 Co E, 2Jul 67
Bethel Brady Burton (WlVI..0 Co LP, 28Jan 67
!! EJ. Cagle (WlVI..0 Co E, 3 May 11
Gene Davis (WlVI..0, March 2000
Adam Dosch (K) Co A, 27Jan 07
!! Carl E Doversberger (WlVI..0 Co A, 21 Feb 11
William Roy Engen (WlVI..0 Co I, 12 Oct 10
John C Enlow, (WlVI..0 Band, 19 Apr 09
Rodolpho T. Gennan (WlVI..0, 6 Dec 10
!! WilliamJ. Hagen (WlVI..0 Co B, 20 May 11
!! Raymond Haldi (K), Co L, 9 Mar 11
CarlPatrickHemy(WlVI..0 Co G 11 May 11
Orville Holtan (WlVI..0 Band, 2Jun 03
!! George Isenberg (WlVI..0 Co F&A, 3Sep 10
Wm F.Jacobe.rA, Co K, 22 Dec 05
!! RobertJeffrey (WlVI..0 Co E, 15Aug 11
!!James EJohnson (WlVI..0 Co G
James W.Johnson (K), 2 Dec 10
Robert Kenna (WlVI..0 Co H, 15Jun 87
Jean B. LaMarre (WlVI..0 Co G 21Nov10
!! Gail K Landes (WlVI..0 Co E, 15May 11
!! Nonnan F. Lavoie, (WlVI..0 Co G, 26 Mar 11
Harlow L. LeRohl (K) Co E, 19 Aug 11
!! M jeny" Longmuir (WlVI..0 27 Dec 10
LeRoy Lutz (K) Co G, 14 Sep 10
Verdinal T. McKean (WlVI..0 Band, 29 Sep 10
Laurence C Moser (WlVI..0 Co H, 13 Apr 11
Filastro M Mottola (WlVI..0 Co B, 2008
!! Edward Mulligan (WlVI..0 Co B,

Albert W. Olenberger (WlVI..0 26 Nov 04
!! Donovan Oster (WlVI..0 Co G, 12 Dec 10
George Peek (WlVI..0, Co ?, 2 Nov 10
!! Dwight A. Petty (WlVI..0 Co E, 2Jun 11
!! Richard Penmann (WlVI..0 Co L, 17 May 11
!! Vincent R. Powers (WlVI..0 Band, 23Novl 0
Donald "Sarge" Reese (WlVI.l), 31Aug10
James Reich (K) Co A, 16 Dec 10
!! Wendelin Reiger (K) Svc Co, 18 Apr 10
Joseph Rosatti (WWW Reg't Hqs, 30Jan 06
John D. Scandling (K), 8 Jan 82
!! Raymond Scha.mowskeA, 16 Feb 11
!! Bemard Scheer (WlVI..0 Co K, 6 Dec 10
Math Schwab (WlVI..0 Co D, 26 Apr 09
Wilhs "Willie" Sewall (WlVI..0 Feb 2004
Clayton V. Shelton (WlVI..0, 29 Mar 11
John B. Slingsby (WlVI..0 Reg't Hq, 22 Nov 93
!! Max F Straka (WlVI..0 Co M, 18 Mar 11
Dr. Monis W. Stroud III (WlVI..0 Med 4May90
!! WilliamJ Tucker (WlVI..0 Co M, 4Jan 11
!! Karl von Halle (WlVI..0 Co D, 23 Oct 10
Joseph Wald (WlVI..0 Co H, 31 Oct 10
!! Gerald Waldhauser (WlVI..0 Sve Co, 9Aprl1
!!Frank Walter(K) CoE, 26Mar 11
!! lloyd Weber (WlVI..0 Co H, 7 Apr 11
Richard Weishaar (WlVI..0 Co H, 4 Dec 02
Lawrance C Wiitmer (WlVI..0 Co H, 11 Sep 10
JohnR. Wozniak (K)?, 16Aug 11
*Dorothy Ferk (wife ofDennis Ferk, Co A)
*MG C Emersion Muny (HonoiafY Life Member)
*Jewell Rivinius (Wile of Walter Rivinius, Co F)

8=
* =

164 Association Member
Associate Member

Korean War veterans Erling Doll (L) and Owen Wallace (R) extin~ish a candle as each name
on the Last Roll Call is solemnly announced by Chaplam Tom Vagle.
.
Vice President Dave Lokken rang a chime as we remembered each of our departed comr~des and fnends.
Members of the 188''' Army Band played Taps and demonstrated the proper foldmg of the US flag.
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Lucas A. Covarrubias (WWII), 24Sep84
Everett A. Forde (WWII) Co L, 11 Nov 99
g Lloyd G. lngebretson (K) Co F, 14 Sep 10
Eric J. McElroy (WWII) Co E, 9 Sep 75
Lucas A. Covarrubias, 180ct21 - 24Sep84. Sgt,
Heavy Mortar Crewman, Guadalcanal, N.Solomons,
S. Philippines, Asiatic-Pacific Campaign Medal w/3
Bronze Stars, Philippines Liberation Ribbon w/1
Bronze Star, Good Conduct Medal.
~

_u..-..........1

Lloyd G. lngebretson, age 82, of died 14
Sep 2010. He mobilized with Co F and
served Korea in 1951-52 with the 25th
Infantry, receiving the Combat Infantry
Badge. Survived by wife, Ellen; children
Terry & Todd; 3 grandchildren.

Eric J. McElroy died 9 Sep 1975 in
Tennessee. He is survived by a son in
Australia. See story page 50,

Lawrence C. Wittmer (WWII) Co H, 11Sepl0
John R. Wozniak (K) 16 Aug 11
g = 164 Association Member
A =

164 other than WWII or Korea

Everett A. Forde 30Sep1915 - 11Nov1999. Last
residence: Spring, Harris, TX. Mobilization roster for
Co L lists DOB as 30Sep1912.
Lawrence "Larry" Wittmer, 12Aug1922-11 Sep2010,
graduated from Jamestown , ND schools and served
27 years in the US Army and then the US Air Force,
seeing duty in Germany, France, & South Pacific. He
retired from the military in 1966.
John R. Wozniak, 78, passed away, 16 Aug 11 in
Florida. He served his country proudly in the U.S.
Army during the Korean War. He is survived by his
devoted wife of 55 years Lorraine; daughters Mary
Anne and Donna; and one grandson.

War: Death on the Han
Didja know ..... Actor

Glenn Ford (1916-2006) put
aside his acting career and signed up
to serve 1943-45 with the Marine Corps
in both the Pacific and Atlantic fronts.
On leave in 1943, he married talented
tap dancer/actress Eleanor Powell.
After the war, Ford stayed in the Navy
Reserve, and again put film work aside
to serve two tours
in Vietnam with the Third Marine ~iEiiiiill...=
Amphibious Force, 1966-1968.
He is the only actor to have
served with both the Green
Berets and the French Foreign
Legion. Captain Ford retired in 1977.
Photo(L )http://www.glennfordon line .com/View _Archi ves.html
Info & photos (R) http://glennfords ite.com/bi ography.htm l

Wreatbs ~cross ~merica
The fundraising period is open thru 30 November.
$15 sponsors a wreath (you may designate a specific
veteran) for the 10 Dec 2011 emplacement ceremony
at ND Veterans Cemetery.
Send checks to: Wreaths Across America
PO Box 2104, Bismarck, ND 58502-2104
Email: BismarckCAP30@gmail.com (701) 390-9593
More Information at their website: www.BismarckCAP .com

Any questions should be addressed to the above
sponsoring agency: the Bismarck Civil Air Patrol.
Do NOT contact the ND Veterans Cemetery staff.

From: TIME Magazine, Monday, Mar. 05, 1951
Major General Bryant Edward
Moore was a soldier by profession
but a sailor by avocation. A downEaster by birth (Ellsworth, Me.), he
spent as much time as he could
aboard his big sailing yacht or his
Star Class racer.
He came out of West Point in
1917 with Army Chief of Staff
Lawton Collins and Lieut. General
Matthew Ridgway. Between the World Wars he
served in China, Hawaii and the U.S. The Army
installed him as professor of military science at
C.C.N.Y. Subsequently he held the same post at the
University of Illinois.
He led the 164th Infantry at Guadalcanal , won the
Silver Star. In Europe he commanded the 8th Division
in Germany, the 88th Division and the occupation
forces at Trieste. Moore whipped a sloppy occupation
force into a spit & polish outfit. In 1949 he was
appointed superintendent of West Point.
Last January [1951] he left the Academy for Korea,
to command the IX Corps engaged on the bloody
central front below the 38th parallel. Last week Bryant
Moore flew over the front in a helicopter. Above the
Han River, near Yoju, he told his pilot to go down for
a closer look. The plane's rotor hit a cable. It crashed.
U.S. infantry engineers helped the two men from the
wreckage. The pilot was injured. Moore walked away.
His knee bothered him, but otherwise he seemed
none the worse. But as he sat in a division artillery
HQ, his heart failed. Death came to Major General
Moore at 56.
www.time.com/time/m agazine/arti cle/0,91 7 1 ,805732 ,00 .html# ixzz 1CAc 51 KJ 3
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THE

164th INFANTRY NEWS

P.O. Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Editor164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com

The 16i" Infantry News is published 3 times a year as an
informational newsmagazine for members of the 164111
Infantry Association. Photos, stories, and soldier profiles are
always welcome. Very important are Rosters, Orders, and
Unit Photos. Please send to the above address.
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MOORHEAD MN 56560-3105

Membership is $10/year or $50 Life for 3 issues of the News
and mailings about the annual reunion.

2011-2012 Association Officers
President ........ Bernie Wagner: (701) 845-0799, Valley City, ND
Vice President ............ .. .......... .... .. Dave Lokken, Valley City, ND
Secretary/Treasurer & Reunion Coordinator: Patricia Drong
Memberships, Renewals, Donations, Reunion Mail:
Box 192, Sanborn, ND 58480 Email:pjdrong@ictc.com
Editor ................................ Shirley J Olgeirson: Bismarck, ND
Editor Email:
Editor I 64thinfantryNews@hotmail. com
Editor Mailing:
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111
Book Orders:
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502-1111

Flyin' Proud
In preparation for the 2011 Great
Lakes Centennial, more than 7400
staff and students from Training
Support Center, Recruit Training
Command, Hospital Corps School,
rind many other tenant com mands at
Great Lakes Naval Station recreated the Living Flag that was
first formed in 1917 on National
Flag Day at Ross Field.
U.S. Navy photo by Chief Gas
Turbine Electrician David C. Smith
(US Navy Photo) 100614-N-1894S-095

Inset: the original enactment of
of the flag image, photographed
by Arthur Mole in 1917.
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